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Geachte leden van de staten en gemeenteraden, 

Bijgaand enkele documenten over de ontwikkelingen van het spoor ook vanuit
internationale bronnen. Tevens de actuele stand van zaken rond de nachttrein naar Wenen.
Langs welke routes gaan de nachttreinen straks naar Scandinavië via Noord-Duitsland? 

Wordt het geen tijd dat Noordoost-Nederland inclusief steden als Zwolle, Assen,
Leeuwarden en Groningen na 70 jaar buitengesloten te zijn geweest ook ingebed worden
in de internationale treinen? Aangezien het ministerie niet verder kijkt en komt dan
Amsterdam en de route via de Rijndelta? 

Hoe gaat u hier zelf lokaal en regionaal beleid op zetten via uw provinciale staten of
gemeenteraad binnen uw mobiliteitsbeleid en plannen daarvoor? 

Met vriendelijke groet, 

Frank Menger
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4


The European 
Year of Rail 2021 
is a key driver 
for the European 
Green Deal


The European Union has set itself the target to become climate neutral by 2050. 
Making mobility more sustainable is necessary for reaching this target. Rail 
could play a key role in the future transport system because it is clean, safe 
andreliable, and it could become a symbol for the European Green Deal. Eu-
rope needs to become more climate friendly, and Europe needs to grow closer 
together. A strengthened European rail system could (1) better connect 
people and businesses in Europe, (2) reduce transport emissions by cre-
ating alternative options to road transport and aviation, and (3) give 
a green boost to the European economy post-Covid-19.


While many actors are praising railways, the European rail system is currently 
not in the best shape to take a central role in transport systems. In almost all 
EU member states, the importance of rail has declined over the last decades 
due to a heavy focus on road and aviation. Rail accounts for only 8% of pas-
senger transport, and international rail services in particular are not sufficiently 
developed. Of the 365 cross-border rail links that once existed, 149 were 
non-operational in 2018, and today not even all European capital cities are 
linked by direct rail services. The rail system in the EU is currently not more than 
a patchwork of national systems, with no comprehensive European strategy. 


In the European Year of Rail 2021, the EU and national governments need 
to seize the opportunity to boost European rail services. This is an excellent 
moment for initiating a rail renaissance for the following reasons: (1) Covid-19 
has reshuffled transport systems and travelling habits; (2) with the European 
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Green Deal, the EU economy is on the brink of a new era; and (3) there is strong 
political support for rail from actors across the board.


The options for improving international rail are right in front of us on a silver 
platter. EU institutions and players tend to focus on infrastructure development, 
but this is expensive and time consuming. Also, rail infrastructure projects are 
often not matched with measures to simultaneously improve service quality 
to make efficient use of the new infrastructure. There are low-hanging fruits 
available to the EU which could boost international rail services immediately, 
without the need for large scale investments.


 Priorities 


Priority


1
Launch	new	direct	


international	services,	
day	and	night,	


on existing	infrastructure


Priority


2
Make	booking	
of international	


services	attractive	
and convenient	


Priority 


3
Invest	in	cross-border	


infrastructure	
connections	


and key corridors
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A European network: 
launch direct  
international services  
on European arteries


International rail services between major European cities offer a large untapped 
potential. Most rail services stop at the border, or end just on the other side of 
the border. Travellers often need to change trains several times to get from one 
capital to the other—which means additional stress and waiting time for the 
traveller. The few direct services often stop too many times along the way and 
wait too often at major traffic nodes for track capacity. Direct trains between 
all European major cities of neighbouring countries should be an abso-
lute minimum, but also other metropolitan areas should be connected with 
direct and frequent services. Furthermore, long-distance trains should connect 
well with regional rail services, to establish a dense and attractive network.


France and Spain have developed high-speed services but abandoned most regional lines


Both France and Spain have invested heavily in high-
speed lines. 
France has built 2,800 kilometres (km) of high-speed 
lines since the 1980s, which makes it one of the 
densest high-speed networks in Europe. Unfortu-
nately, the cost of building and maintaining these 
lines has taken its toll on regional and local lines. 
Between 1998 and 2018, 13.1% of the total length 
of the French network was closed. Local and re-
gional infrastructure is aging and in urgent need of 
renewal. For this reason, the French government, 
along with SNCF, has recently shifted its priorities 


to maintaining local lines and postponing several 
high-speed projects.
In Spain, three out of four euros allocated in 2018 
to rail infrastructure went into high-speed infra-
structure. Spain now has the longest high-speed 
network in Europe (around 3,000 km) but it is the 
least used, with only 13 billion passenger-kilometres 
in 2018. As a comparison: France transported 49 bil-
lion passenger-kilometres on a high-speed network 
of almost equal length (IRG 2020). In contrast, only 
a minor share of the Spanish rail budget was invest-
ed in suburban rail.


1
Priority
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Connecting long-distance trains to regional rail services does not always require 
new high-speed infrastructure. Much of the infrastructure is already there, 
especially in western Europe, but is not utilised to its full potential. A Euro-
pean Commission report found that of 202 operational cross-border 
rail links, only 57 were fully exploited in 2017 (European Commission 
2018). In many cases more efficient use of existing high-speed or even conven-
tional infrastructure and better coordination of timetables would be sufficient. 
A well-coordinated timetable could also integrate regional and long-distance 
trains and improve connectivity in Europe.


Currently, the main obstacles to international services are:


 Q National perspective: incumbent operators focus on their national 
market (especially on lucrative main routes) and often lack an international 
vision and experience (e.g. market potential, administrative). Trains stop at 
‘at every haystack’, which might make sense from a national perspective, 
but leads to additional travel times for international services.


 Q Administrative hurdles make international services less attractive for 
operators. For example: they need to apply for track capacity with various 


Warsaw—Vilnius


Warsaw—Prague


Berlin—Copenhagen


Berlin—Brussels


Berlin—Paris


Paris—Madrid


Madrid—Lisbon


Neighbours but 
no direct train 
between…
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infrastructure managers; drivers are required to 
speak several languages; and rolling stock needs 
to be designed and licensed for different national 
electricity, signalling and safety systems.


What is needed is a European spirit in planning 
and management of rail services, and start-up 
support for new international services. In the 1960s 
and 70s, a network of direct trans-continental servic-
es connected Europe across borders—the Trans-Eu-
rope Express (TEE). This joint endeavour of French, 
German, Swiss, Dutch, Belgian, Luxembourg and 
Italian railways only offered first-class services and 
only connected a number of countries in western 
and central Europe; however, the idea might serve 
as a starting point. TEE trains only stopped at major 
cities and were often scheduled to allow travellers to 
do a roundtrip in a single day. At its height in the late 


1970s, the TEE served 31 routes. The network also gave impetus to the develop-
ment of interoperable trains that could run on different voltage systems.


A new East-West European line: 
Warsaw—Berlin—Brussels—Paris
A direct service between Warsaw and Paris could 
be the first test case for new international lines. 
There are already direct services on the following 
sections: Warsaw—Berlin (6h), Berlin—Cologne, 
Cologne—Brussels, Brussels—Paris (1h30).
The TEE2.0 study assumes that Warsaw—Paris 
journey can currently be done in 13h15; with in-
frastructure improvements travel time could be 
reduced to 12h45 (BMVI 2020). There is already 
rolling stock (TGV) available that is certified in Ger-
many, Belgium and France. While the certification 
process in Poland is ongoing, the trial service could 
start with Berlin—Paris.
The route would have a significant potential to shift 
flights to rail, as some sections are heavily frequent-
ed flight routes. There are more than five million 
passengers every year who fly the total distance 
Warsaw—Paris, or smaller sections of it. For in-
stance, between Cologne and Paris an average of 
more than 2,500 people fly every day, and between 
Berlin and Paris 3,000 (in 2019, Eurostat 2020). 


Germany is a key player for new European 
rail services
Due to its central location in the EU, Germany is 
crucially important for a European rail network. Yet 
running international services through Germany is 
difficult, as:


 Q Germany is one of the few EU member states 
that does not place public service obligations 
on long-distance rail services;


 Q the German infrastructure manager DB Netz 
charges one of the highest mark-ups on track 
access charges in the EU. Many other EU mem-
ber states charge only direct costs for infra-
structure use and no additional mark-ups;


 Q responsibility for train services is devolved to re-
gional government, cross-border coordination 
with Germany is more difficult than with other 
EU member states.
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A few decades ago, countries in Europe were still 
connected via many night train routes, but most 
of these have been discontinued. These night trains 
were important connections, particularly for longer 
distances. Austrian rail operator ÖBB has begun to 
revive some of the routes.


In September 2020 the German government 
proposed reviving the TEE idea, with eight core 
international routes together with a network of 
European night trains (BMVI 2020). The idea of 
a TEE2.0 is a good start to ‘Europeanising’ train 
services and overcoming some of the major hur-
dles. The proposed network could then be ex-
panded to reach further into Spain/Portugal and 
south and eastern Europe.


How can the EU launch new international rail ser-
vices in the short term?


 Q Get started: Agree on one or two corridors 
to start with (e.g. Warsaw—Berlin—Brussels—
Paris or Amsterdam—Paris—Barcelona).


 Q Corridor coordination: Task the European 
Railway Agency (ERA) with coordinating rail ser-
vices on these corridors to create a one-stop 
shop for train operators. The agency could 
provide information on which rolling stock is 
required, and the frequency and speed of the services. It could facilitate 
coordination between infrastructure managers to ensure that services 
get the required track slots for fast and smooth journeys.


 Q Start-up support: Determine those sections of the corridor that the 
service can run on a commercial basis and those where it needs subsidies 
(at least to get started); start-up support should be tied to the condi-
tion that low-price tickets are available to make the service accessible to 
price-sensitive passengers.


 Q Vision: Agree on a comprehensive network of European day and night 
trains, with trains crossing external EU borders into the neighbourhood 
(especially to the Uk, Western Balkans, Turkey, Ukraine, Belarus and Russia).


A new North—South European line: 
Amsterdam—Barcelona
Another test case could be a direct service between 
Amsterdam and Barcelona. Currently, there are 
trains making this journey in three segments: Am-
sterdam—Brussels (2h30), Brussels—Lyon (3h45) 
and Lyon—Barcelona (5h)—a  total of 11 hours 
15 minutes. A direct train could connect Amsterdam 
and Barcelona in 10h15. Rolling stock is available 
for this route: the Siemens Velaro train is certified 
in Netherlands, Belgium, France and Spain. 
The route would have significant potential to shift 
travel from air to rail. For example, there are on 
average 6,500 people flying from Paris to Barce-
lona each day. In 2019, almost 8.5 million people 
took a flight on the Amsterdam—Barcelona route 
or smaller sections of it (Eurostat 2020). 


Warsaw
BerlinHanover


Cologne


Frankfurt


Karlsruhe
Freiburg


Basel


Lyon


Milan


Bologna


Rome


Montpellier


Perpignan
Barcelona


Mulhouse


Amsterdam


Short-term implementation of the TEE2.0
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Easy booking:  
Make rail data  
sharing mandatory 


Booking international flights is very easy but buying international rail tickets 
is the opposite. Passengers cannot easily find and compare all available con-
nections and prices, and bear the risk of delays on the way. That needs to 
change: travelling by rail needs to become at least as easy as travelling 
by plane. Consumers should be able to book rail tickets for any connection 
in the EU via one-stop shops. In the best case, this should integrate with other 
sustainable modes for the first and last miles of the passenger’s journey, such 
as buses, trams, shared bikes, etc.


It is not possible to book a train ticket  
Frankfurt—Barcelona online
If you try to buy a train ticket from Frankfurt to Barcelona, this is what you find:


 Q Deutsche Bahn shows two connections (fastest is 13h04) that reach Barce-
lona within the same day but no tickets are sold.


 Q SNCF shows no connections.
 Q RENFE shows no connections, and this information is available only in Spanish.
 Q Trainline offers tickets for three connections, which are different from the 


Deutsche Bahn connections and require at least 25 hours of travelling.
 Q Omio shows no connection.


The only possible ways to book the trip from Frankfurt to Barcelona are to buy 
tickets for segments of the journey from the different operators’ websites, con-
tact an offline travel agent or queue up at one of the few remaining Deutsche 
Bahn ticket sale desks.
As a comparison: Google Flights search shows for the same day approximately 
60 connections, even during the Covid-19 pandemic.


2
Priority
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The EU has trusted the rail sector to find its own solution but 
that sector has delayed progress for years. Technical solu-
tions for integrating information from different train 
providers are available. Independent online ticket vendors 
like Trainline, Omio, etc try to assemble tickets from different 
operators, but their websites do not yet show all available rail 
connections and ticket offers. This is because rail operators are 
reluctant to share all the necessary data with other operators 
or with independent ticket vendors. 


The EU needs to require rail operators to share all nec-
essary data for easy booking of international rail trips. 
European law currently obliges transport operators to share 
only some basic data, such as static travel and traffic data 
(1926/2017 Delegated Regulation of the Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) 
Directive). The regulation does not cover fare data and also leaves it open 
to member states to require dynamic travel and traffic data (e.g. information 
on platform numbers and changes, accurate seat plans, real-time delays and 
cancellations, predicted arrival time). These data are critical for a seamless 
journey and for passengers to be able to find alternative connections in case 
of disruptions (European Commission 2019). 


Finland shows the way 
for multimodal ticketing
Finland is the European frontrunner 
when it comes to multimodal ticketing. 
The 2018 Transport Act obliges all mo-
bility service providers to grant access 
to essential data, sales interfaces and 
reservation interfaces, via an Applica-
tion Programming Interface (API). The 
law thus covers not only rail but also 
public road services. Mobility service 
providers are obliged to cooperate 
and to enter into agreements, based 
on criteria set out in the Transport 
Act. The Finnish Transport Agency is 
responsible for monitoring the supply 
and demand of mobility services, and 
produces statistics from the data ob-
tained (European Commission 2019).
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Some member states move beyond that regulation while others implement 
only the absolute minimum, resulting in legal fragmentation across the EU. 
In Germany, for instance, Deutsche Bahn (DB) data on timetables and planned 
disruptions is open to ticket vendors, but not data on real-time platforms, 
real-time delays and cancellations, or next-day information on delays and 
cancellation (which is required for claiming compensation). 


The EU needs to establish a comprehensive multimodal legal framework 
for booking, ticketing and payment services. In its 2021 Work Programme 
the European Commission announced it would revise the ITS Directive and 
propose a multimodal ticketing initiative. This initiative needs to fulfil the fol-
lowing criteria:


 Q The framework will make access to static and dynamic data manda-
tory (including routes, stops, timetables, prices and the availability and 
accessibility of services). 


 Q Rail operators will be required to share data via an open Application 
Programming Interface (API), which must be in machine readable for-
mat. Many operators have so far failed to build interfaces into their own 
booking systems.


 Q The framework should allow ticket vendors to assemble their own 
discount and promotion packages to compete in an open ticketing 
market.


The EU needs to establish rules to guaran-
tee that international rail passengers arrive 
at their final destination and can hop on the next 
train in case of missed train connections. Rail pas-
sengers often need to buy individual tickets from 
different rail operators for a multi-leg journey—and 
under current rules passengers bear the risk if 
a connection is missed. Rail operators are cur-
rently not obliged to sell so-called ‘through tickets’, 
that is, one ticket contract for multi-leg journey with 
a guarantee to arrive at the final destination. Also, 
independent ticket vendors that assemble tickets 
from various operators do not offer such an ‘arrival 
guarantee’. As there are only a few direct interna-
tional train connections between major European 
cities, this is a concern for passengers.


The Berlin—Brussels roulette— 
no ‘hop on the next train’
When travelling by train from Berlin to Brussels, 
passengers need to change trains in Cologne. Fre-
quently the ICE train (operated by DB) from Berlin 
to Cologne is delayed and travellers miss their con-
nection. From Cologne to Brussels there is only one 
ICE train every two hours, but a Thalys train several 
times a day in the ‘interim slots’. Yet, the DB traveller 
is not allowed to take the Thalys trains to Brussels 
earlier than the next ICE train because there is no 
‘hop on the next train’ agreement between Thalys 
and DB, meaning travellers often need 08h49 in-
stead of 06h49 for the trip.
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Smart spending: 
Use EU money 
to improve rail 
infrastructure capacity 
and connectivity


EU funding (cohesion funding, Connecting Europe Facility, Recovery and Resil-
ience Facility) makes up an important share of overall transport infrastructure 
funding, especially in the new member states. Yet, in the past, EU transport 
funding has not always been used wisely. Too much funding went into road and 
airports, and too little into rail. This is especially the case for EU cohesion fund-
ing: around 50% of transport cohesion funding goes into road, and only 
25% into rail projects. Funding decisions are based on plans prepared by the 


respective member state, and negotiated between 
member states and the European Commission. 


European Investment Bank (EIB) transport lending 
is still supporting unsustainable infrastructure such 
as airports and new motorway projects. Transport 
is the single largest sector of EIB activity, accounting 
for about 1 in every 4 euros invested by the bank. 
The bank is, however, in the process of revising both 
its climate (2020) and transport policies (2021).


Too much money also goes into mega-projects 
with exploding costs and long delays. The Eu-
ropean Court of Auditors (2018) cautioned that 
projects were often chosen based on political de-
cisions and not on thorough cost-benefit analyses. 


3


Only one out of seven border 
crossings between Germany 
and Poland is electrified
There were once 24 rail links between Germany and 
Poland of which only seven remain in operation. 
Yet, only the border crossing at Frankfurt (Oder) 
is electrified. The trains from Berlin to Warsaw or 
to Gdansk operate on this line. The remaining six 
border crossings are not yet electrified, meaning 
that trains need to run on diesel. 
The Cottbus—Legnica link is particularly relevant 
to connect Berlin to densely populated Southern 
Poland (Wroclaw, Silesia, Krakow). To electrify this 
138 km link would cost approximately €100 million 
but could reduce travel time between Berlin and 
Wroclaw from currently 4.5 hours to only 3 hours 
because Eurocity trains could take a more direct 
route (currently going through Frankfurt (Oder)). 
For comparison: before the 2nd World War travel 
time was only 2.5 hours.


Priority
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The evaluated high-speed projects took 16 years on average, cost on average 
€25 million per track km, but often do not deliver on expectations: average 
speeds rarely reach 200 km/h, and only few lines transported more than nine 
million passengers per year (the benchmark for a successful high-speed line). 
In contrast, small-scale interventions with greater European potential are of-
ten not implemented. This can be electrification, constructing a second track 
or bypasses to increase capacity and speed, or closing smaller missing links 
on the border.


The European Court of Auditors also noted a lack 
of coordination of cross-border infrastructure 
projects. Member states take a national perspec-
tive and do not prioritise closing cross-border gaps. 
This means that infrastructure might have been 
completed on one side of the border but delayed 
by years on the other side. 


The EU should ensure that EU funding:


 Q Supports modal shift towards rail: In the 
negotiations of the Operational Programmes 
for Cohesion funding, the European Commis-
sion should ensure that more budget goes 
to rail than to road, and no new roads are 
financedin the old member states, as they al-
ready have a sufficiently dense road network. 
The European Commission should also ask 
member states to present modal shift tar-
gets if they want to access funds for trans-
port under the Recovery and Resilience Facility. 
The EIB should, in the upcoming review of its 
Transport Strategy, decide to stop funding any 
airport infrastructure or road network expansion, and instead increase 
funding for electric cross-border rail projects and rolling stock.


 Q Prioritises rail projects essential for intra-European rail services: 
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funding should only go into projects that 
are key to cross-border connectivity (e.g. for key corridors), and should 
focus more on low-hanging fruits than on new mega-projects. Such inter-
ventions should be based on sound cost-benefit analysis. When evaluating 


Spain has only one international 
long-distance rail line
Spain has invested massively into high-speed 
lines over the last decades, with €14 billion (25% 
of total investment) coming from EU funds (Inter-
national Railway Journal 2020). Yet there is only 
one international high-speed rail line connecting 
Barcelona with Montpellier in France. The tracks 
are underused, with only two services per day. 
For regional services there are additional border 
crossings in Portbou-Perpignan (Mediterranean 
coast), Irun/Hendaye (Atlantic coast) and Puigcerda 
(Pyrenees), but none of them is serviced frequently. 
Another difficulty on these regional lines is that 
trains need to change between standard and Ibe-
rian track gauge at the border.
The connection between Spain and Portugal is even 
worse: a rail trip from Madrid to Lisbon (625 km) 
takes 10h50 and requires three changes, as only 
regional lines operate across borders. There are 
border crossings in Badajoz-Elvas, Fregenada-Bar-
ca de Alva and Vigo-Porto but they are under-used. 
The only long-distance line to Portugal is a night 
train from Hendaye/Irun to Lisbon (currently sus-
pended due to Covid-19). The TEN-T network plan 
foresees a high-speed connection between Madrid 
and Lisbon as part of the core network but the 
project is currently not being pursued by either the 
Portuguese or the Spanish government.
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member states’ operational programmes for cohesion funding/recovery 
funding, the European Commission should suggest to member states that 
they include rail projects that are key to the functioning of a European 
rail network. 


 Q Promotes infrastructure interventions which are accompanied 
by transformative measures: When accessing EU rail infrastructure 
funding, member states should be required to present accompanying 
policy measures which ensure that the infrastructure is used efficiently.


Other policy interventions 
for supporting European rail


Apart from the above mentioned priorities, the EU and member states should 
address the following obstacles:


 Q International rail has no strong voice in the current system because 
member states and incumbent railway operators tend to focus on their 
own national markets. There is also a lack of coordination of infrastructure 
managers across borders. The EU should strengthen the European 
Rail Agency (ERA) as a traffic control and coordination authority 
for international rail transport. The ERA should be entrusted with 
forecasting demand, assessing the level of required services (destination, 
frequency, speed) and allocating capacities. The ERA could identify routes 
that may be of interest to travellers but which are not yet fully exploited, 
and could make this information available to train operators. It could 
also determine which sections of the desired network services would be 


Examples of border crossings between Spain, France, Belgium, Germany and Poland that 
need urgent attention


Member	States	
involved Border	crossing Important	for Required	action


Germany — Poland Cottbus — Forst —  
Legnica


connecting Berlin with 
southern Poland electrification of 138 km


France — Germany Colmar — Freiburg connecting regions build 1 km bridge


Spain — France Astigarraga — Irun /
Hendaye — Bayonne


connecting Bordeaux 
to northern Spain


upgrade cross-border 
section


Spain — France (Pau) Bedous — Canfranc 
(Zaragoza)


Reconnect central 
corridor in the Pyrenees


Refurbishment of 30 km 
railtrack on French side
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commercially viable and where public service obligations (PSOs) would be 
needed in order to guarantee a service.


 Q Night train operators and new rail operators have an especially 
hard time finding trains that can operate in more than one country. 
The second-hand market for interoperable rolling stock and night trains is 
limited, ordering an entire new fleet is prohibitively expensive, and no func-
tioning leasing market is in place for this specific segment. The EU and 
member states should help to find new, creative finance mechanisms 
for overcoming the lack of rolling stock and consider establishing 
a publicly managed rolling stock pool.


 Q Airlines pay no tax on kerosene, receive 85% of allowances of the 
European Emissions Trading Scheme free of charge, and pay no VAT 
on international tickets. This creates an uneven playing field between 
aviation and rail. The European Commission has announced it will review 
both the EU Energy Taxation Directive and the EU ETS Directive in 2021. 
It is crucial to use this opportunity to introduce a kerosene tax, in-
troduce full auctioning for aviation allowances in the EU ETS, and 
create a stronger price for emission allowances. 


 Q Track access charges are prohibitively high in some EU member 
states. EU Regulation suggests that charges should cover only marginal 
costs, but some member states ask for much higher mark ups, for example 
on highly frequented routes or during rush hours. This creates an unfair 
advantage for road transport, which pays only infrastructure charges on 
approximately 3% of the EU road network. For freight rail, some member 
states have reduced charges, but not so for passenger rail. EU member 
states should agree to reduce track access charges to direct cost 
levels. This would increase the use of tracks and could bring higher in-
come for infrastructure managers in return. During the transition period, 
alternative funding to cover losses of infrastructure managers could come 
from ETS auctioning revenues.
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Why is this important?


Rail can help the EU to achieve  
its climate targets


Rail is the cleanest mode of transport. A flight from Paris to Berlin causes at 
least six times the CO2 emissions of a train journey. Counting also the non-CO2 
impacts of aviation, the flight is responsible for 18 times the climate impact of 
a rail trip. With further electrification and decarbonisation of power generation, 
the carbon emissions of rail could be reduced to close to zero.


Intra-European flights on distances less than 1,000 km are estimated to cause 
28 MtCO2 every year, without counting the non-CO2 impacts. Seventeen of the 
20 most frequented air routes in Europe are for distances less than 700 km. 
In theory, almost all of these journeys could be shifted to rail. 


The better European cities are connected by rail, the easier it is to move trans-
port away from high-polluting transport modes such as aviation and cars. 
The more attractive and easy-to-use rail services are, the more likely it is that 
people will want to switch.


Rail can be a driver for European recovery 
post-Covid-19


The rail sector employs more than 2.3 million people (directly and indirectly) 
and creates a gross value added of €143 billion, of which €66 billion is created 
directly by the sector. This is larger than the gross value added of air transport. 
The EU rail supply industry accounts for around 20% of the global market. 


Rail infrastructure investments usually need more time but add to mid-term 
stability and growth expectations in the construction sector. Some rail in-
frastructure modernisation projects could be realised rapidly—for example 
track switches, bypasses, European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS). 
The investments needed for the realisation of the Trans-European Transport 
(TEN-T) core network, for example, is estimated to create €4.5 trillion cumulated 
GDP and 13 million job-years EU-wide.
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Rail connects people, cities and countries


In contrast to aviation, rail not only services highly frequented core routes but 
also has a network that reaches into remote regions. This network was much 
more dense 50 years ago, both within countries and in border regions. While 
many connections are not in use anymore because of massive divestment 
from rail, many could easily be reinstalled. A network of fast long-distance 
connections combined with dense regional services could make Europeans 
feel connected to and part of the EU.
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Annex: Specific 
recommendations 
for Poland, Germany, 
France and Spain


What can Poland do to boost 
European rail services?


1 Create fair conditions  
for infrastructure access


The current system of infrastructure access charges is extremely asymmetric 
and strongly favours road over rail transport. Rail currently pays infrastructure 
access charges on 100% of the railway network (including layovers or the use 
of railway stations), while road (bus) operators pay charges only on 1% of Pol-
ish roads, and individual drivers pay only for selected sections of motorways, 
representing around 0.2% of the entire network. Infrastructure charges of 
road and rail should be aligned in all market segments—including international 
long-distance transport.


The second problem is the high level of track access charges for rail operators. 
As a first step, track access charges in Poland should be reduced to the level of 
costs directly induced by the train journey. This would reduce charges from the 
current 60% of total infrastructure maintenance costs to 30%. These charges 
should go entirely to the Railway Fund and thus contribute to the development 
and construction of new railway lines (as is the case with roads). Maintenance 
costs should be covered through the general state budget. Ultimately, the sys-
tem of charges for transport infrastructure should be dependent on the level 
of external costs (pollution, noise, traffic safety, etc). 
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2 Invest in interoperable rolling stock 
for international connections,  
including night trains


The lack of interoperable rolling stock is a key obstacle for the launch of new 
international long-distance connections. Due to the very limited number of in-
ternational connections and small passenger flows, it is not a priority for carrier 
investment. As a result, international rail operators—especially night trains—
have access only to old wagons of poor quality. In addition, international trains 
waste time at borders due to the lack of multi-system locomotives, which could 
run on different voltage and safety systems. In Poland, an estimated 40 locomo-
tives and approximately 350 wagons are needed to operate connections with 
other EU countries (Germany, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Lithuania). To im-
prove the quality and frequency of international connections Poland should 
launch an investment programme for interoperable rolling stock. This could 
also help the country negotiate with the European Union on the co-financing of 
rolling stock, or even an EU-financed rolling stock pool. Currently, the long-dis-
tance segment is the only area of passenger railway in Poland not covered by 
any EU support programme for rolling stock.


3 Elimination of barriers to entry 
for new railway carriers


One of the basic problems of the international transport offer is its malad-
justment to modern market needs. Trains run infrequently, tickets are much 
more expensive than domestic services, and there are no discounts available 
on international trains. The reason is that the organisation of connections 
is left to the incumbent railway carriers from individual countries and inflexi-
ble procedures for their cooperation (including archaic regulations on tariffs 
and ticket sales). The example of low-cost airlines shows that an effective 
instrument for changing this situation is opening the market to competition. 
In the case of commercial services, full deregulation of the market should be 
achieved. Where financial support (PSO) is required to maintain traffic, compet-
itive tenders for carrier selection should be obligatory, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Fourth Railway Package. In the case of Poland, it is essential 
to review and clarify the rules for market access. The current regulation leaves 
room for misinterpretation and is commonly used to block the entry of new 
entrants to the market, which may exert positive pressure on the quality, scope 
and accessibility of services for passengers.
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What can Germany do to boost 
European rail services?


1 Reduce track access charges 
for passenger trains 


According to EU law, track access charges should generally only reflect direct 
costs (wear and tear costs); but Germany, for instance, makes use of an ex-
emption and charges full costs for passenger trains (i.e. including infrastructure 
maintenance costs). The German track access charges are, as a consequence, 
five times as high as the mere direct costs would be (CERRE 2018). This results 
in very high access charges for train operators, accounting for around a third of 
total operation costs. The average costs per kilometre for long-distance trains 
rose by 18% between 2013 and 2018. For freight rail, Germany has already 
decided to halve its track access charges. The same approach to passenger rail 
could be a first step in incentivising more international services, and to make 
rail more competitive with other transport modes. The lost income for infra-
structure managers would need to come from Germany’s general budget. 


2 Establish a competent national 
authority for long-distance rail


Germany is the only EU member state without a national contracting authority 
for rail transport. When Germany reformed its rail system in the 1990s, it es-
tablished in each of the federal states (Bundesländer) at least one contract-
ing authority responsible for organising and ordering regional rail passenger 
services, and for determining public service obligations. There are now 27 re-
gional contracting authorities, but no such authority at federal level. Article 
87e(4) of the German constitution obliges the federal government to guarantee 
non-regional services, and provides the legal basis for establishing a national 
contracting authority by law. Yet, after more than two decades, Germany has 
still not introduced such a law, meaning that all long-distancetrains need to 
run solely on a commercial basis. 


This has led to gaps in the national network of long-distance trains and raises 
the question of how Germany can implement its so-called ‘Deutschlandtakt’, 
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an integrated timetable for 2030 which includes routes not commercially via-
ble. It also makes it more difficult to run international trains through Germany. 
Operating international trains is usually more costly because of higher coor-
dination and administration costs, and the need to buy or lease interoperable 
rolling stock. In contrast to many other EU member states, Germany provides 
no support for long-distance trains in the form of public service obligations 
(PSOs) and also seems to object toother governments covering the German 
part of the route with PSOs, as a recent feasibility study on a Stockholm—Brus-
sels night train revealed.


3 Electrify border crossings to Poland 
and Czech Republic


Most international long-distance trains today run on electricity, which is not 
only cleaner but also faster. Only 61% of Germany’s railway network is elec-
trified, and only 27 of its 57 border crossings into neighbouring countries are 
electrified. Most non-electrified border crossings are on the eastern borders: 
13 into the Czech Republic and eight into Poland. The lack of electrification 
usually means that locomotives need to be changed at the border, adding to 
travel times, and that many faster trains cannot run on those sections. To better 
connect with the east, Germany should urgently electrify the following sections:


 Q Cottbus—Forst—Legnica: 138 km electrification would speed up services 
from Berlin to Wroclaw and krakow;


 Q Dresden—Görlitz—Zgorzelec: 95 km electrification would improve train 
connections between Dresden and Wrocław;


 Q Regensburg—Furth im Wald: 131 km electrification would speed up ser-
vices from Munich to Prague to less than four hours;


 Q Nürnberg—Schirnding—Cheb: 140 km electrification would reduce travel 
time between Nuremberg and Prague to less than four hours.


© Natalya Vilman, dreamstime.com
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What can France do to boost 
European rail services?


1 Initiate a national strategy  
for a modal shift from air to rail 


Massive modal shift is no longer an option but a necessity if France is to reach 
its targets of CO2 emissions. Yet, there is no long-term plan to reduce the 
number of flights taken for European travel. Such a strategy is much needed, 
as it would allow for long-term planning, better coordination with the ERA, and 
better coordination between long-distance and local trains. 


With an extensive network of railways lines already in place, international con-
nections do not require any major infrastructure works and couldbe created 
very quickly. What is lacking is an integrated strategy to promote train over air 
for domestic and European travel. France should set clear objectives in modal 
shift by 2030 and 2050, in accordance with national low carbon strategy (SNBC).


As long- and medium-distance train connections (both day and night ) can be an 
important asset to reach French climate targets, France should create further 
incentives to boost this modal shift: introducing VAT on European flights and 
reducing VAT on train travel. Airport expansion projects in France should also 
be halted, as they undermine efforts towards low emission mobility.


2 Ease emergence of new players 
for long-distance connections


As the European rail market opens, private and ‘historic’ incumbents will have 
the opportunity to operate new European connections. This opening of the Eu-
ropean train market will be an opportunity for new train companies to operate 
these trans-European connections. To encourage ‘newcomers’, France should: 
guarantee that the services of these private companies will be able to set up 
their businesses and operate without obstacles; set track access charges to 
its direct costs level; and guarantee that newcomers will have access to public 
infrastructure and tracks. 
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The opening of the market could also be an opportunity for incumbents such 
as SNCF. As has been done with Thalys or Eurostar, SNCF should initiate a part-
nership with other national and/or private companies to operate one or several 
of the European corridors that will be designed. 


It is quite possible to ‘start small’, operating only on the sections where infra-
structure and rolling stock are compatible (Paris—Berlin, for example) and 
gradually extend the lines to reach full potential, such as Paris—Warsaw.


3 Invest in night train  
rolling stock 


Night trains can be a positive alternative to intra-Eu-
ropean flights. They can serve both domestic and 
international destinations. However, night trains in 
France have been on a downslide for several years. 
The French government has recently announced 
that two new national train lines will be reopened. 
This trend should be continued as the number of 
night trains gradually increases and night train lines 
extended to international destinations. 


For the night train renaissance, France should in-
vest €150 million each year in rolling stock, as the 
current stock is aging and far too limited. This in-
vestment will incentivise industries to produce new 
high-quality wagons designed for the night trains. 


At night, some of the French track capacity is re-
served for maintenance work and cannot be used.
This challenge can be overcome by starting with 
a small number of routes, providing alternative 
routes when needed and/or subsidising SNCF Ré-
seau so that maintenance work during the night can 
be ‘un-optimised’: that is, take place over a longer 
period but without stopping traffic at night. ©
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What can Spain do to boost 
European rail services?


1 Refurbish, upgrade and finalise cross-border 
connections between Spain, Portugal and France


Cross-border connections between Spain and its neighbouring countries need 
an urgent upgrade to allow smooth, fast and convenient passenger trips be-
tween major southern European cities. In the Basque country, the rail lines 
between Hendaye and Irun should be quickly refurbished to avoid unneces-
sary stop-overs and guarantee the integration of French high-speed network 
(Paris—Bordeaux—Hendaye) with the Spanish high-speed line in construction 
between Donostia/Bilbao and Vittoria (known as Basque Y) and then towards 
Madrid and other Spanish cities. 


In Central Pyrenees, the historical line between Pau (Nouvelle Aquitaine) and 
Zaragoza (Aragon) via the monumental Canfranc International station, should 
be relaunched by building the missing 30 km between Bedous (France) and 
Canfranc (Spain). This final work will increase freight and passenger connectiv-
ity, improve cross-border security and boost the economy of isolated regions 
highly dependent on tourism, agriculture and industry. 


On the Atlantic side, the cities of Lisbon and Madrid, as well as Santiago de Com-
postela (Galicia) and Porto, need to be integrated into a high-performance 
network, based on the upgrade of outdated rail tracks. This connection would 
ensure the better cohesion and connection of geographically remote and pe-
ripheral cities and regions with the rest of the European capitals.


2 Relaunch night train services 
and long-distance conventional lines 


Most of the night time and conventional trains between major southern Euro-
pean cities (such as Madrid—Paris, Barcelona—Paris, Madrid—Barcelona, Ma-
drid—Lisbon) have been abandoned in the last decade due to aggressive and 
unfair competition from low-cost airlines and long-distance buses. However, 
the climate crisis is pushing citizens towards low-carbon transport such as rail. 
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Spanish citizens deserve affordable night trains and renovated long-distance 
trains that allow them to save time, carbon and money, avoiding expensive 
night hotels at origin and destination. Relaunching cross-regional train lines is 
also a way to support safe, inclusive and sustainable tourism in Mediterranean 
countries dramatically affected by the Covid crisis and related lockdowns.


3 Increase the use of the network by opening 
the market and levelling the playing field


Spain has the longest high-speed network in Europe (2,675 km) but it is the least 
used, with only 13 billion passenger-kilometres in 2018. As a comparison: 
France transported 49 billion passenger-km on a high-speed network of almost 
equal length (2,548 km). When looking at passenger and freight rail together, 
use intensity of the Spanish rail network (34 trains per day per route km) is also 
very low compared to the rest of Europe (146 in the Netherlands, 96 in the UK, 
78 in Germany, 43 in France).


As a large part of the high-speed infrastructure has been financed by the EU, 
the poor performance of rail in Spain is clearly an inefficient use of public money 
that should be solved by appropriate regulation and incentives. The new law 
for sustainable mobility in the making is a unique opportunity to reverse those 
negative trends and fix historical pitfalls. The opening of the network to new 
rail operators planned in 2021 should also contribute to increasing the number 
of passengers without building any new infrastructure. Finally, the rules for 
transport operators should be fair between air, road and trains, by integrating 
the environmental and social externalities and incentivising cleaner alternatives.
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The Scottish Greens are proposing the 
Rail for All investment programme: 
a 20 year, £22bn investment in 
Scotland’s railways to build a 
modern, zero-carbon network that is 
affordable and accessible to all and 
that makes rail the natural choice 
for commuters, business and leisure 
travellers. This investment should be 
a central component of Scotland’s 
green recovery from Covid, creating 
thousands of jobs whilst delivering 
infrastructure that is essential to 
tackle the climate emergency, that 
supports our long-term economic 
prosperity, and that will be enjoyed by 
generations to come.
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CHAPTER PAGE


This briefing is based on the report Rail for All – developing a vision for railway investment in Scotland by Deltix 
Transport Consulting that was prepared for John Finnie MSP. The Green Group of MSPs would like to thank the 
authors for their advice and support in developing the Rail for All programme.







  


  


INTRODUCTION


Whilst many European countries have built high-speed lines and 
long-distance connections that criss-cross the continent and 
provide an affordable, comfortable and low-carbon option for 
commuting, business and leisure travel, Scotland and Britain as 
a whole has systematically under-invested in the rail network 
in favour of roads. While important improvements have been 
made to the Anglo-Scottish lines and in and around Glasgow and 
Edinburgh, the network north of the Central Belt has been largely 
neglected, leaving passengers dependent on an ageing network 
that in some cases performs poorly compared to historical 
performance. In 1895, for example, one could make the trip from 
the Capital to Dundee in just 57 minutes, compared to today’s 64 
minutes.


Yet there is no reason why we should accept this decline. 
Scotland can enjoy the environmental, economic and quality 
of life benefits of a comprehensively modernised rail network 
that the people of Germany and the Netherlands enjoy – and 
public and political support for an investment-led green recovery 
from Covid is our opportunity. Investing in building a modern 
rail network now should be a key pillar of our green economic 
recovery, creating jobs and stimulating the economy whilst 
building infrastructure that is essential to a zero-carbon Scotland 
and that will underpin our economy for generations to come. To 
map what a modern, zero-carbon rail network that is fast, reliable 
and accessible would look like in Scotland, John Finnie MSP, the 
Scottish Greens spokesperson on transport, commissioned an 
expert report from Deltix Transport Consulting. This briefing is 
based on that report. 


KEY POINTS


Everything proposed here and in the accompanying expert report is based on existing 
technologies


The rail network should be zero-carbon, and full electrification is the best way of doing this 
given that the often-suggested alternative, hydrogen from renewable energy, is a limited 
resource that is best used in sectors where there are no alternatives, such as heavy industry.


Journey times should be significantly reduced, particularly between key Scottish cities and 
economic centres, to enable rail to become the dominant mode for long-distance travel


All communities of more than 5,000 people should be connected to the national rail 
network, and where this is not possible at realistic cost they should be provided with an 
integrated coach route as part of the national strategic rail network.


Rail freight showed itself to be resilient throughout the pandemic, and a continued shift in 
freight from road to rail will substantially reduce carbon emissions and ease congestion on 
the road network.  
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The Rail for All programme is based on the following principles:







Create one publicly-owned operator


Streamline decision-making processes and rebalance them in favour of rail


  


CREATING THE DELIVERY INFRASTRUCTURE 


To catalyse the expansion and improvement of our rail network we urgently need to reform 
the institutions and decision-making processes so that they are aligned behind this goal, 
coordinated, and streamlined.


Currently, Scottish Government processes 
and decision-making are bureaucratic and 
stacked against rail. All transport infrastructure 
investment projects must go through the 
Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG) 
process, which is extremely detailed, complex, 
time-consuming and costly. Its application 
by Transport Scotland is pedantic, and it 
leads to major additional costs for proposed 
developments. In the context of the climate 
emergency and our ambitious emission 
reduction targets for the 2020s, the STAG 
process needs to be significantly reduced and 
aligned behind the over-arching aim of rapidly 


delivering low carbon transport infrastructure. 
Network Rail’s parallel Governance for Rail 
Investment Projects (GRIP) will need to be 
similarly streamlined, as will the Scottish 
Government’s Business Case Process, 
which brings together STAG and GRIP. Of 
critical importance in achieving the Scottish 
Government’s 2035 rail decarbonisation target 
is the need to treat the core rail electrification 
work as a single project, with a single 
appraisal, delivered by a number of discrete 
contracts, in the same way as the A9 and A96 
dualling projects are being delivered.


The costs of new rail infrastructure and 
upgrades to the existing network are also 
higher in Britain than elsewhere in Europe 
because of the fragmented nature of 
the system. Re-integrating ScotRail and 
Network Rail (Scotland) into one publicly-
owned company with oversight by Scottish 
Ministers would provide a much more 


efficient structure, cutting costs by reducing 
overlapping work, speeding up decision-
making and project design, and removing the 
cost of compensation paid when lines are 
shut for engineering works. Effectively, we 
recommend a return to the very successful 
ScotRail that existed before privatisation. 
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Establish a task force to plan and steer the
expansion and improvement of the rail network


Make a strategic decision to deliver a modern,
zero-carbon rail network and align behind this


It is vital that the Scottish Government – as early as possible in 
the next Parliamentary term – makes a clear strategic decision 
to prioritise the delivery of a modern zero-carbon rail network 
that is accessible to all, and that key institutions like Transport 
Scotland are fully aligned behind that goal. This clear long-term 
plan for the network and strategic direction will ensure delivery 
is consistent with the 20-year timetable set out in Rail for All, 
and ensure that our transport infrastructure plans are aligned 
with Scotland’s target of reducing emissions by at least 75% by 
2030. 


The scale and urgency of the Rail for All programme means that 
there will be a need for close cooperation between the Scottish 
Government and the relevant agencies, local government 
and passenger groups. We therefore recommend that a small 
multi-agency and multi-disciplinary Task Force be created and 
empowered to press forward with delivering not only the large 
schemes proposed in this programme, such as electrification 
and route modernisation, but also the smaller incremental 
schemes which will impact on local connectivity, often in much 
shorter timescales. The delivery of early successes will visibly 
put us on the right trajectory, demonstrate commitment, and 
build public support for Rail for All. Examples of early successes 
that could be accelerated with the funding and change in 
approach to delivering rail infrastructure proposed here could 
include:


Provision of additional stations on existing routes


Opening existing freight lines for passenger trains, where 
there is sufficient demand to justify passenger train services 
(the UK Government is adopting this approach)


Initiating the national rolling programme of rail electrification


Small-scale electrification to eliminate pockets of diesel 
working in generally electrically-operated areas, including 
possible use of electric / battery bi-mode trains


Provision of large numbers of low-cost all-day electrical 
‘trickle’ charge points at railway station car parks to stimulate 
connected all-electric travel using car to the station and 
train to the destination.


Development of walking and cycling plans for all stations 
(recognising that the two modes often have different 
infrastructure requirements), including provision for electric 
bikes, with the objective of widening access to train services.
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The inter-city network 
in Scotland provides 
links between the 
seven designated cities, 
Aberdeen, Dundee, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Inverness, Perth and 
Stirling. The Scottish 
Government have 
announced plans for 
full electrification of 
the network, and we 
are calling on this to be 
completed by 2030 – 
rather than the planned 
2035 – to allow the 
current stock of diesel 
trains that are over 40 
years old to be replaced 
with modern high-
performance electric 
trains.


  


INTER-CITY SERVICES


The Glasgow- Stirling- Perth-Dundee line is already relatively fast, but upgrades are still 
needed to cut carbon and reduce travel times. Upgrades should include electrifying the 60% 
of the line that still depends on diesel traction, accommodating high-acceleration trains that 
can exploit higher speeds, and reducing conflicts at junctions and the length of single-track 
sections. This would reduce journey times by up to 10 minutes.


The Edinburgh-Perth and Dundee lines were built in the Victorian era and are too slow, with 
a long stretch of single-track route to Perth and sections with speeds as low as 30-50mph. 
These lines are simply not fit for purpose, and major investment is needed.
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A Firth of Forth Tunnel to transform east coast transport


The current network focuses all trains linking Edinburgh to the rest of Scotland through 
Haymarket, which, along with our dependency on the speed-limited Forth Bridge, creates a 
major bottleneck that affects the whole network. We are proposing a Firth of Forth Tunnel to 
ramp up capacity on east coast services and provide a fast and direct connection between 
Edinburgh and Fife, going on to Dundee and Aberdeen. This would reduce journey times 
between Edinburgh and east Fife, Dundee, Perth, Aberdeen and Inverness by 25 minutes and 
bring Kirkcaldy, Glenrothes, Levenmouth, north and east Fife, Perth and Dundee to within an 
hour of central Edinburgh. It would also massively increase capacity on the wider network 
and make freight transport an option between Fife, Edinburgh and the East Coast Main Line. 
The tunnel concept would incorporate a station at Leith, greatly improving connectivity for 
the c.50,000 residents of the district as well as the wider North Edinburgh area.


Rail experts Deltix advise:


“Using modern technology we suggest that two 9-mile, single-bore, rail tunnels are driven 
under the Firth of Forth from Abbeyhill to Seafield, between Kinghorn and Kirkcaldy, 
passing under Leith.  These would be connected to the east end of Waverley station using 
the former Abbeyhill loop off the East Coast Main Line east of Calton Tunnel, with the 
railway burrowing underground below Leith (served by an underground station) then the 
Firth of Forth, returning to the surface near Seafield.


“It should be noted that there has been a long history of boring under the Forth for coal 
mining, and railway tunnels much longer than this have become relatively common in 
mainland Europe. The very recently opened Ceneri Base tunnel in Switzerland, which at 
9.6 miles is virtually the same length, had a quoted cost of €3.6b.  There are several other 
sub-Alpine tunnels of recent construction.


“The Öresund or Øresund Bridge between Denmark and Sweden includes both a 5-mile 
(8km) bridge and the 2½ mile (4km) immersed-tube Drogden Tunnel over a similar 
distance and incorporates a dual-carriageway road as well as a double-track railway. 


“The Lower Thames Crossing will provide two 2.6mile (4km) road tunnels under the 
Thames, with each being the third largest bored tunnels in the world, all part of a 14.3 mile 
new dual-carriageway road.  The budget cost for the whole scheme is £5.3b to £6.8b. The 
Crossrail tunnels in London are each 13 miles long and the London Tideway tunnel will be 
25km long.


“As part of the under-Forth scheme, a double-ended underground station could be 
provided in Leith, with the south end at the Foot of Leith Walk and the north end near 
the Waterfront. An indicative first estimate of the cost of the under-Forth project is £4bn-
£6bn, including the station at Leith, based on the out-turn costs of recent tunnelling 
projects.”
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The West Coast Main Line is congested, particularly between Carstairs and Glasgow, suffers 
from limited overtaking facilities, and speed is limited by level crossings. A programme of 
upgrades including a high-speed bypass from south of Carstairs to west of Rutherglen and a 
high-speed link towards Edinburgh using the existing Shotts line, as well as provision of more 
loops for freight, would cut journey times and increase capacity on the line significantly.







The Dundee-Aberdeen line could benefit from incremental improvements alongside 
electrification, such as replacing manual signals with automatics and removing level crossings, 
as well as long loops installed to enable slower freight trains to be overtaken.


The Highland Main Line is two-thirds single-track, putting severe restrictions on capacity and 
speed. Electrification could bring substantial journey time savings. Adding “dynamic loops” 
to the line and extending shorter existing loops with a view to building another 30 miles 
of double track would be enough to make a further substantial difference to capacity and 
journey times for both passengers and freight. In addition to other upgrades to the line where 
speeds are currently restricted, the travel time between Perth and Inverness could easily 
be reduced to 1hr40. Ideally the whole line would be double track, but in our proposal, in 
addition to electrification, would deliver major improvements quickly and lay the groundwork 
for full dualling.


The Aberdeen-Inverness line is a long single-track line that is slow by Inter-City standard, 
with a maximum speed of 75mph and many miles of the route stuck at 60mph. Electrification, 
dynamic loops, the removal of level crossings and lengthening stations would bring the 
journey time down to under 1hr45. This compares to the existing fastest service at 2hr9.


The East Coast Main Line provides passenger services to England as well as local routes 
out of Edinburgh to East Lothian, and an increasingly important freight service to east coast 
ports in England. Whilst parts of the track are relatively fast (up to 125mph), south of Dunbar 
the route is slower, capacity is limited, and there are insufficient loops to accommodate 
freight without slowing passenger services. These problems could be addressed through a 
programme of urgent upgrades, including the provision of long overtaking loops for freight, 
a section of four-track railway to allow more services to East Lothian, and grade separation at 
Portobello Junction to reduce congestion.


The Ceneri Base tunnel recently opened in Switzerland 
and is the same length as the proposed Forth tunnel


© AlpTransit Gotthard Ltd
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Most regional services are now running on a 
half-hour frequency, so to grow capacity the 
focus needs to be on lengthening trains to 8 or 9 
carriages.


The Glasgow network is intensively used and 
heavily congested. It suffers from too many 
single-track branches and junctions and has 
poor links from Edinburgh to everywhere south-
west of Glasgow. Redoubling single-track lines 
should be a priority, including the Milngavie and 
Balloch branches, Helensburgh-Craigendoran 
(including Craigendoran Junction), Paisley Canal 
(eastern section), Larkhall, Lanark, the Wishaw 
connecting line, Cowlairs chord, Sighthill West 
and Cowlairs South Junctions. Using the existing 
Hunterston freight line to restore double track 
between Ardrossan South Beach and Hunterston 
would allow more frequent services to Largs and 
faster services to ferries connecting to Arran. In 
addition, upgrading junctions, grade separation 
and lengthening platforms are critical to reducing 
travel times and increasing capacity throughout 
the network. 


A new overground terminal station should be 
developed at Argyle Street station, with a shared 
terminal building and the new station on a high 
level above the car park at the rear of the St Enoch 
centre.  It would link into the revived, upgraded 
and electrified City Union line (which connects 
the main line from Paisley etc. to the commuter 
routes running east from Queen Street Low Level 
and High Street stations).


  


REGIONAL SERVICES


3
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The Edinburgh network is limited by dated 
infrastructure, including single-track 
sections and a lack of overtaking loops. 
The opening of the new Borders Railway 
in 2015 has been an enormous success, 
but it was built down to a price and to a 
low capacity so it is already very limited. 
In addition to the ECML upgrades, more 
double-track provision along the Borders 
line would be very beneficial.


Fife services are the most intensively 
used diesel services left in Scotland and 
the lines should be electrified as soon 
as possible. A Forth Tunnel would be a 
game-changer, vastly reducing travel 
times, improving punctuality, and releasing 
enormous capacity over the Forth Bridge 
that could be used for extra services to, 
for example, Dunfermline, West Fife and 
Alloa.


The Glasgow and South Western (GSW) 
secondary main line from Glasgow to 
Carlisle via Kilmarnock and Dumfries is 
slow and has limited capacity. Upgrades 
to the line to allow 100mph running 
speeds, as well as opening new stations at 
Mauchline, Cumnock and Thornhill, would 
transform this line.


Local environmental impacts


The Rail for All programme focuses on upgrading 
existing lines because this is the most efficient and 
environmentally positive way of enhancing the 
network, but it also contains some proposals for 
entirely new infrastructure and re-opening old lines 
that may have an impact on the local environment. 
We would expect all infrastructure projects to 
be developed in a way that minimises impact, 
and where there are objections we would hope 
to see them resolved in collaboration with local 
communities as was done with the Borders Railway.
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The biggest improvements on rural routes could be delivered by replacing ageing diesel 
rolling stock. These will need to be replaced during the 2020s if we are to build a zero-carbon 
rail network, but electrification is not practical so battery-powered trains equipped with 
pantographs to use overhead wires where available (eg in and around Glasgow) will be needed. 
In addition, upgrades to rural lines could include:


Significant improvements to the south end of the Inverness-Thurso (‘Far North’) line, and 
enhanced infrastructure provision for freight trains


Upgrades to the West Highland Line to raise the overall speed to 75mph


Upgrades to the antiquated Girvan to Stranrar line, which still uses traditional physical tokens 
for signalling, suffers from low speeds, and is unable to carry heavier freight trains. 


Rural routes largely have older rolling stock and many are approaching their end of life. It’s 
critical that these are replaced with zero-carbon stock, but as rural lines are unlikely to be 
electrified over significant lengths, independent power sources will be needed. Given “green 
hydrogen” from renewable sources is a limited resource that is needed in parts of the economy 
where there are no other alternatives, battery trains that are able to charge when overhead 
wires are available may be the best option. Design features should prioritise speed, comfort, 
space, accessibility and the provision of space for cycles. 


  
RURAL ROUTES AND ROLLING STOCK REPLACEMENT
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TramTrains are an innovative concept, taking a 
conventional tram designed to run on streets 
but technically modified to be able to operate 
safely on Network Rail’s tracks. The concept 
was launched in Germany, with Karlsruhe in 
2002 and Kassel in 2006. There has been a 
UK trial extension of the Sheffield Supertram 
which is now fully operational serving 
Rotherham. Thus they can be considered a 
mature technology and several UK cities are 
considering use of TramTrains.


The benefit that they bring is being able to 
use existing and often underutilised Network 
Rail tracks in the suburbs and possibly from 
country hinterlands, but to then penetrate city 
centres or reach other major employment, 
housing or retail locations centres which 
are not close to existing railways. They may 
require rail electrification, but may be able 
to operate on battery power on city streets, 
thereby removing the need for overhead wires 
on some sections.


  
TRAMTRAINS FOR COMMUTERS AND URBAN CONNECTIVITY


In Glasgow, St Enoch/Argyle Street could be a city centre terminal for TramTrains, replacing 
existing local passenger trains and freeing up capacity for longer distance services. 
TramTrains could also use be used on a reopened ‘Strathbungo Link’ connecting Argyle Street 
with the East Kilbride and Barrhead/Kilmarnock lines.


In Edinburgh TramTrains could run from Musselburgh to Haymarket and then on to 


Edinburgh Park and the Airport, using a reopened Edinburgh South Suburban line which 
bypasses the city centre to the south. They could also run from Haymarket to Heriot-Watt 
using the railway via Slateford, Kingsknowe, Wester Hailes and Currie (providing interchange 
between TramTrain and ScotRail services).


In Dundee the TramTrain core route could replace the existing local train service between 
Dundee and Arbroath allowing additional stops, and a potential city centre loop could follow, 
using the Dundee-Perth railway, calling at the Airport and a new Dundee West station before 
climbing up to Ninewells Hospital and Technology Park.


In Aberdeen TramTrains could follow two corridors to provide a convenient cross-city transit 
line from Ellon to Banchory.


TramTrains could be deployed in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee to improve public 
transport provision relatively quickly:
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A key principle of Rail for All is to make the network 
accessible to all. We are therefore aiming, as far as 
realistically possible, for every town with a population 
of over 5,000 to be connected to the rail network. 
This means that stations need to be developed in the 
following towns, in descending population order:


Levenmouth


Peterhead


St Andrews (possible heavy rail or TramTrain)


Erskine (possible TramTrain)


Penicuik (possible TramTrain)


Broxburn (possible TramTrain)


Forfar (possible TramTrain, from Dundee)


Hawick


Fraserburgh


Westhill, north west of Aberdeen (possible TramTrain)


In addition, new stations should be explored in 
Haddington, Banchory (possible TramTrain), Strathaven, 
and Newburgh, Fife.


For smaller population centres and as an interim 
measure for those without access to the network yet, 
coach services should be established to connect to 
rail services, with through-ticketing and harmonised 
timetabling. 


  
NEW PASSENGER STATIONS
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One of the most cost-effective and quickest ways of expanding the passenger rail network is to 
introduce passenger services on existing freight lines. Priorities would be:


(Alloa-Clackmannan-Kincardine-Longannet)-Culross-Valleyfield- Cairneyhill-Dunfermline 
(re-opening Alloa-Longannet only is currently under appraisal)


TramTrain services on the Edinburgh South Suburban Line through Gorgie, Craiglockhart, 
Morningside, Newington, Craigmillar etc.


Reopening the Dunfermline to Alloa line


The initial phase of this line from Alloa to Longannet was rebuilt as part of the Stirling – Alloa 
– Kincardine project, opened in 2008. However, passenger services stopped at Alloa, with the 
line to the east used exclusively for coal freight to the Longannet power station.


The closure of Longannet in 2016 has left this line un-used, except for occasional steam 
train tourist trips along the Forth coast. Network Rail have begun feasibility work to electrify 
the line from Alloa to Longannet, for a proposed electric train factory at the site, and are 
exploring options for a passenger link serving Clackmannan, Kincardine and Longannet, but 
there is yet to be a firm commitment from the Scottish Government, and no plans to develop 
the line east of Longannet.


Reopening the full line from Alloa to Dunfermline would reconnect the West Fife villages to 
the rail network for the first time in over 50 years, and provide a link from Fife to the West 
of Scotland rail network whilst avoiding the congested Forth Rail Bridge. The success of the 
reopened Alloa station, whose passenger numbers were more than double the anticipated 
usage in the first year, demonstrates the popularity of rail options for the region. The existing 
rail infrastructure would make this a quick and cost-effective project to deliver, transforming 
rail travel in West Fife and Clackmannanshire. 


  
REOPENING PASSENGER SERVICES ON FREIGHT LINES
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Rail is the most efficient and sustainable means 
of shifting freight. It is particularly competitive for 
longer journeys such as from Central Scotland to 
deep sea ports and the major national distribution 
centres in England, but it’s also a good option for 
hauling bulky goods over short distances. However, 
rail currently has a very modest share of the freight 
market because road haulage is cheaper in spite 
of the climate, air quality, congestion and safety 
costs. Switching freight from road to rail cuts CO2 
emissions by up to 76%.


Rail freight is currently limited by capacity 
constraints on the network, and vital projects to 
address these constraints such as upgrades to the 
Highland Main Line have been deprioritised by 
the Scottish Government in favour of significantly 
more expensive dualling of the A9. Short crossing 
loops between Perth and Inverness limit trains to 
just 20 containers in length, yet the locomotives 
can haul no fewer than 28. Increased road capacity 
has in itself had a detrimental impact on rail freight, 
making road more attractive for the movement of 
bulk spirit, 1.5m tonnes of which is moved annually 
from the North of Scotland to the Central Belt 
(about 50,000 lorry trips each year on the A9).


In addition to an infrastructure upgrade programme, 
Scottish Government grants for start-up support 
for new rail freight operations would help catalyse 
growth. 


  
SHIFTING FREIGHT ON TO RAIL
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The Scottish Parliament has passed legislative 
targets of a 75% reduction in emissions relative 
to 1990 by 2030 and net-zero by 2045. The 
Scottish Greens note that whilst ambitious 
in terms of the changes that need to be 
delivered to meet them, they are still relatively 
slow relative to our overarching goal of doing 
our fair share to keep climate change to 
within relatively safe levels. In Scotland whilst 
emissions from power generation have been 
reduced radically and there is still considerable 
scope to expand renewable energy, emissions 
from transport are on an upwards trajectory 
largely due to our dependence on cars and 
other motor vehicles. Rail for All aims to bring 
about a significant shift from road to rail for 
this reason, and to deliver wider benefits. 
However, rail itself must be decarbonised as 
quickly as possible to be consistent with our 
climate goals.


The Scottish Government has committed 
to decarbonising the rail network by 2035, 
and, to avoid  placing excess strain on power 
supply they envisage a significant role for 
hydrogen, centred around the “growing 
hydrogen economy that is developing in the 


North East” that is linked to the North Sea 
gas industry. We do not consider hydrogen 
made from fossil fuels to be zero-carbon, 
and given the relative inefficiency of making 
hydrogen from renewables as well as the need 
for hydrogen to decarbonise energy-intensive 
industries, we consider it clear that hydrogen 
would be a poor choice for Scotland’s rail 
networks.


The Scottish Greens are therefore calling for 
a clear policy of electrifying the network and 
linking this to a further increase in renewable 
energy generation. Where overhead wires 
are not economic, battery trains should be 
deployed and the Scottish Government should 
immediately target this emerging technology 
with support.


Finally, the core decarbonisation plan needs 
to be brought forward to 2030, sending a 
clear signal in time to inform procurement and 
design decisions that are being made now as 
aging diesel rolling stock is replaced, avoiding 
investment in assets that will quickly become 
stranded as a result of our climate targets.


  
ZERO-CARBON RAIL
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The Rail for All programme represents 
a significant increase in infrastructure 
investment in Scotland, but at £22bn over 
20 years it is affordable and deliverable. For 
comparison, the CrossRail project in London 
is priced at £19bn and the cost is rising, while 
High Speed 2 in England is currently expected 
to cost up to £89bn. £22bn is approximately 
double current Scottish government plans 
for this time period, and much of it could be 
funded by redirecting capital expenditure on 
expanding the road network.


The timescales are driven by the time taken 


to develop new proposals, and they are 
dependent on streamlining processes. Short-
term investments are simple in engineering 
terms, are based on existing plans and 
effectively represent a ramping up of current 
delivery capacity. Medium-term investments 
complete these works and are still largely 
based on the existing network, but they also 
include new interventions – a TramTrain 
network, and the start of a Forth Tunnel. 
The longer-term investments complete the 
programme and include a replacement Tay 
Bridge.


  
RAIL FOR ALL COSTS


Upgrade Short-Term 
(2020-2027)


Medium-Term 
(2027-2034)


Long-Term 
(2034-2040)


Total


New stations 500 500


New routes 500 2000 500 3000


Route upgrades 500 2500 1000 4000


Cross-border route upgrades1 500 1000 2000 3500


Electrification 1000 1500  2500


TramTrain 1000 500 1500


Forth Tunnel 2000 3000 5000


Tay Bridge 1000 1000


Freight upgrades 200 320 120 640


Total 3200 10320 8120 21640


1: These are upgrades to the East and West Coast Main Lines and would be part of a Britain-wide high speed network, so the 
costs would likely be shared with the UK government
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All costs in £millions
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Building the zero-transport rail network Scotland 
needs is important in its own right, but it could also 
play a central role in rebuilding Scotland’s economy 
after the Covid pandemic. Investment in rail is well 
documented to have a wider positive economic 
impact by improving connectivity and productivity. 
The construction of Crossrail in London, for 
example, is estimated to have created 55,000 jobs 
directly and indirectly, and is projected to result in a 
£42bn benefit to the economy at a cost of £17.8bn 
over approximately 15 years. and is similar in size of 
additional investment to the Rail for All programme. 
Scottish Government economic models suggest 
that for every £1bn invested in rail transport, a total 
output of £1.6bn can be generated through direct, 
indirect and induced impact and a further 14,000 
full-time equivalent jobs can be created throughout 
the Scottish economy.


Regional rail links in particular can play a critical 
role in supporting local economic development, 
as demonstrated by the Borders Railway, which, 
since opening in 2015 has exceeded passenger 
predictions, carrying millions of passengers in 
both directions and playing a key role in attracting 
investment into the Borders and supporting tourism 
growth. The economic benefits of investing in 
these lines may well exceed national averages, 
with one study suggesting that the re-opening 
of a regional line in the North of England yields a 
Benefit-to-Cost Ratio of 2.35, suggesting that for 
every £1 spent on such the schemes delivers £2.35 
of benefits.


  
A GREEN RECOVERY FROM COVID
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14-1-2021 Dialog zum Ausbau der ICE-Strecke Hannover-Bielefeld startet - WELT
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NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN


Dialog zum Ausbau der ICE-Strecke Hannover-Bielefeld startet


Stand: 06:41 Uhr | Lesedauer: 3 Minuten


Ein ICE befährt die Bahnstrecke Bielefeld-Hannover. Foto: Holger Hollemann/dpa/Archivbild


Quelle: dpa-infocom GmbH


Der Ausbau der Bahnstrecke zwischen Hannover und Bielefeld ist ein Milliardenprojekt. Über


die Trasse gibt es schon im Vorfeld Streit. Deshalb startet die Bahn jetzt bereits einen


Bürgerdialog. Es geht um schnellere ICE-Züge, aber auch um mehr Regionalverkehr.


annover/Bielefeld (dpa) - Für den Ausbau der ICE-Bahnstrecke Hannover-Bielfeld startet


die Deutsche Bahn am heutigen Donnerstag den Planungsdialog. Kommunen und


Anwohner sollen frühzeitig in die Suche nach einer geeigneten Trasse für den Ausbau der stark


befahrenen Bahnstrecke einbezogen werden. Wegen der Corona-Epidemie findet die


Dialogveranstaltung online statt. Die Bahnstrecke soll viergleisig und für Tempo 300 ausgebaut


werden, um das Rhein/Ruhrgebiet schneller mit Berlin (https://www.welt.de/themen/berlin-


staedtereise/) zu verbinden und einen besseren Regionalverkehr zwischen Westfalen und


Niedersachsen zu ermöglichen.



https://www.welt.de/regionales/nrw/

https://www.welt.de/themen/berlin-staedtereise/





14-1-2021 Dialog zum Ausbau der ICE-Strecke Hannover-Bielefeld startet - WELT
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An dem Dialog beteiligt sind Niedersachsens Wirtschaftsminister Bernd Althusmann (CDU),


NRW-Verkehrsstaatssekretär Hendrik Schulte, Bundesverkehrsstaatssekretär Enak Ferlemann


(CDU), Spitzenvertreter der Deutschen Bahn aus Nordrhein-Westfalen und Niedersachsen


sowie Bürgermeister und Landräte der Region. Fünf Modell-Varianten, wie der Ausbau aussehen


könnte, sind Grundlage der Planungsberatungen. Die geschätzten Kosten liegen zwischen 1,9


und 5,9 Milliarden Euro.


Wohl ungeeignet ist Variante 1, die schon 2016 veröffentlicht wurde und Ortsumfahrungen für


Wunstorf (https://www.welt.de/themen/wunstorf/), Bückeburg und Minden


(https://www.welt.de/themen/minden/) sowie zusätzliche Gleise auf einem Teilabschnitt


vorsieht. Maximal Tempo 230 können die ICE dabei erreichen, auch wenn die Ausbaukosten


vergleichsweise gering sind, werden nur acht Minuten Fahrzeit eingespart. Variante 2 sieht eine


Neubautrasse entlang der Autobahn 2 mit langen Tunnelabschnitten vor. Dies schont Anlieger,


sorgt für das gewünschte Tempo, die Gesamtkosten aber sind hoch.


Variante 3 sieht einen Neubauabschnitt an der A2 und ein früheres Einfädeln in die bestehende


Strecke bei Bad Oeynhausen vor. Die Kosten je eingesparter Minute Fahrtzeit sind höher, es wird


nicht das gewünschte Tempo erreicht und die Arbeiten sind kompliziert. In einer abgespeckten


Variante 4 mit weniger Ausbauten steigen die relativen Kosten, außerdem wird nicht der


erwünschte Fahrzeitgewinn erreicht. Ein Favorit könnte Variante 5 werden, bei der Kosten und


Nutzen der anderen Optionen kombiniert werden sollen. Nahe an der bestehenden Trasse sind


neue Gleise vorgesehen, Wunstorf soll umfahren und das Wesergebirge in einem langen Tunnel


unterquert werden.


Streitpunkte werden sein, in welchem Umfang die neuen Gleise in Landschaft und Natur


eingreifen, was die Belastung für Anlieger an Neubau- und auch bestehenden


Streckenabschnitten sein wird, und natürlich Kosten und Nutzen. Bürgerinitiativen in der


Region mobilisieren seit längerem gegen neue Trassen nahe von Siedlungen, der Stadt Minden


indes ist an einer weiteren Anbindung an das Intercity-Netz gelegen.


Um im künftigen Deutschlandtakt die Ballungsgebiete auch mit schnellen


Umsteigeverbindungen besser zu verknüpfen, soll die Fahrzeit zwischen Hannover


(https://www.welt.de/themen/hannover/) und Bielefeld



https://www.welt.de/themen/wunstorf/

https://www.welt.de/themen/minden/

https://www.welt.de/themen/hannover/

https://www.welt.de/themen/bielefeld/
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dpa-infocom GmbH


(https://www.welt.de/themen/bielefeld/) von derzeit 48 auf künftig 31 Minuten sinken. Binnen


vier Stunden soll man künftig von Berlin nach Köln (https://www.welt.de/themen/koeln/)


gelangen, damit das Umsteigen zwischen wichtigen Linien besser klappt, soll die Fahrzeit


zwischen Hannover und Hamm (https://www.welt.de/themen/hamm/) auf unter eine Stunde


sinken. Schneller fahren soll dank der ausgebauten Strecke künftig auch der IC zwischen Berlin


und Amsterdam, auch Osnabrück (https://www.welt.de/themen/osnabrueck/) rückt nach dem


Ausbau dichter an die niedersächsische Landeshauptstadt heran.


Aber es geht nicht nur um schnelle Fernzüge. Auch im Regionalverkehr sind erhebliche


Verbesserungen möglich, wenn mehr Gleise zur Verfügung stehen. Zwischen Hannover und


Minden könnte der Regionalexpress halbstündlich fahren und dann jeweils abwechselnd weiter


nach Bielefeld und Osnabrück/Rheine, das wäre doppelt so häufig wie bisher. Und auch die S-


Bahn von Hannover nach Minden soll für Pendler zu einem verlässlicherem Angebot werden,


wenn die Züge nicht mehr durch Fernzüge und Güterzüge ausgebremst wersden.


DB-Info zum Bahnprojekt Hannover-Bielefeld und Einwahlmöglichkeit zum Online-Auftakt des


Planungsdialogs (https://www.hannover-bielefeld.de/)


Die WELT als ePaper: Die vollständige Ausgabe steht Ihnen bereits am Vorabend zur Verfügung – so sind Sie
immer hochaktuell informiert. Weitere Informationen: http://epaper.welt.de


Der Kurz-Link dieses Artikels lautet: https://www.welt.de/224318132



https://www.welt.de/themen/bielefeld/

https://www.welt.de/themen/koeln/

https://www.welt.de/themen/hamm/

https://www.welt.de/themen/osnabrueck/

https://www.hannover-bielefeld.de/

https://www.welt.de/
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Datum 6 januari 2021 
Nummer IENW/BSK-2020/206926 
Betreft Besluit tot wijziging van de concessie voor het 


hoofdrailnet (2015-2025) 


Gelet op de artikelen 20, eerste lid, 32, eerste en tweede lid en 64, eerste lid, 
van de Wet personenvervoer 2000; 


Gehoord de consumentenorganisaties vertegenwoordigd in het Landelijk Overleg 
Consumentenbelangen Openbaar Vervoer (deeladvies van 20 oktober 2020); 


Overwegende dat N.V. Nederlandse Spoorwegen dit besluit houdende wijziging 
van de op 15 december 2014 verleende concessie voor het hoofdrailnet heeft 
aanvaard; 


BESLUIT: 


Artikel I 


Artikel 46 van de concessie voor het hoofdrailnet komt te luiden: 


Artikel 46: Grensoverschrijdend vervoer 


1. NS houdt de grensoverschrijdende verbindingen die zij in dienstregelingjaar
2014 zelf heeft gereden of waaraan zij financieel heeft bijgedragen in stand onder
de voorwaarden genoemd in dit artikel.
2. Indien de concessieverlener en NS in onderling overleg besluiten een
grensoverschrijdende treindienst als bedoeld in het eerste lid te staken, dan
bestemt NS een eventuele netto financiële bijdrage die NS structureel leverde aan
de uitvoering van de gestaakte verbinding, voor bestaande of nieuwe
grensoverschrijdende verbindingen, waarbij in acht wordt genomen de financiële
effecten van eventueel nieuw ontstane cabotage doordat een andere vervoerder
op de gestaakte verbinding een treindienst aanbiedt.
3. NS verbetert de volgende grensoverschrijdende verbindingen als volgt:
a. de verbinding met Luik, door middel van een intercityverbinding of een
stoptreinverbinding;
b. de verbinding met Aken, door middel van een intercityverbinding, zodra de
infrastructuur daarvoor gereed is;
c. de verbinding met Antwerpen, door het realiseren van reistijdwinst in de
bestaande stoptreinverbinding op het traject Roosendaal-Antwerpen.
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4. NS verbindt zich om in overleg met de relevante binnenlandse en buitenlandse
partijen een nieuwe grensoverschrijdende verbinding van Eindhoven, via Venlo
naar Düsseldorf te realiseren, waarbij gestreefd wordt naar een intercity-
verbinding.
5. NS voert met ingang van dienstregelingjaar 2021 als proef een treindienst met
een frequentie van ten minste één trein per richting per dag uit tussen de 
Nederlandse grens en Amsterdam Centraal, om daarmee de nachttreindienst van 
ÖBB tussen Innsbruck/Wenen en Düsseldorf door te rijden naar Amsterdam 
Centraal en vice versa. 
6. NS spant zich in om internationaal treinvervoer te positioneren als
aantrekkelijke mogelijkheid voor internationale reizen, met name richting
bestemmingen die gelegen zijn binnen een radius van 700 km vanaf het
vertrekstation, dit doet NS door uitvoering te geven aan het zevende tot en met
tiende lid.
7. NS onderzoekt op verzoek van en in overleg met de relevante binnenlandse en
buitenlandse partijen andere kansrijke verbeteringen of nieuwe
grensoverschrijdende verbindingen.
8. NS overlegt op constructieve wijze met betrokken partijen en de
concessieverlener over de gewenste invulling van de grensoverschrijdende
verbinding op de wijze als beschreven in artikel 13. Omdat NS voor het al dan
niet realiseren of in stand houden van de verbindingen, bedoeld in het eerste lid
en het derde lid tot en met zevende lid, mede afhankelijk is van
partnervervoerders, buitenlandse concessie verlenende overheden of regionale
overheden, treedt NS in overleg met de concessieverlener indien:
a. de voorwaarden, waaronder eventuele financiële bijdragen, van de
verbindingen, bedoeld in het eerste en vijfde lid, significant wijzigen;
b. het niet mogelijk blijkt om de verbindingen, bedoeld in het derde en vierde lid,
te verbeteren of te realiseren tegen redelijke voorwaarden; of
c. de exploitatie van een of meer verbindingen in totaliteit verlieslatend is.
9. NS zal goede voorzieningen treffen om de reizigers gemakkelijk gebruik te
laten maken van de grensoverschrijdende verbindingen, zoals reisinformatie en
verkrijgbaarheid van vervoerbewijzen. Hiertoe spant NS zich in door middel van
het benoemen van een eventuele overstap in bepaalde reisinformatiemiddelen op
de daarvoor in aanmerking komende stations. Het gaat hierbij om de snelste
verbindingen naar de belangrijkste bestemmingen vlak over de Nederlandse
grens met maximaal één overstap in Nederland.
10. Het grensoverschrijdend vervoer op de HSL-Zuid voldoet aan het gestelde in
hoofdstuk 9.


Artikel II 


Dit besluit treedt in werking met ingang van 13 januari 2021. 


DE STAATSSECRETARIS VAN INFRASTRUCTUUR EN WATERSTAAT, 


S. van Veldhoven - Van der Meer
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Mededeling 


Op grond van de Algemene wet bestuursrecht kunnen belanghebbenden een 
bezwaarschrift indienen tegen dit besluit binnen zes weken na de dag waarop dit 
is bekendgemaakt. Het bezwaarschrift moet worden gericht aan de 
Staatssecretaris van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat, ter attentie van Hoofddirectie 
Bestuurlijke en Juridische Zaken, afdeling Algemeen Bestuurlijk-Juridische Zaken, 
postbus 20901, 2500 EX Den Haag.  
Het bezwaarschrift dient te zijn ondertekend en ten minste te bevatten:  
a. naam en adres van de indiener;
b. de dagtekening;
c. een omschrijving van het besluit waartegen het bezwaarschrift zich richt
(datum en nummer of kenmerk);
d. een opgave van de redenen waarom men zich met het besluit niet kan
verenigen;
e. zo mogelijk een afschrift van het besluit waartegen het bezwaarschrift zich
richt.
Het niet voldoen aan deze eisen kan leiden tot niet-ontvankelijkheid van het
bezwaarschrift.


Een bezwaarschrift kan uitsluitend per gewone post en niet per e-mail worden 
ingediend. Machtigt u iemand om namens u bezwaar te maken? Stuur dan ook 
een kopie van de machtiging mee. Bij indiening van een bezwaarschrift namens 
een rechtspersoon, dient u documenten mee te sturen (origineel uittreksel uit het 
handelsregister en/of een kopie van de statuten van de rechtspersoon) waaruit 
blijkt dat u bevoegd bent namens de rechtspersoon op te treden. 
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TOELICHTING 


Inleiding 
Met het onderhavige besluit is in artikel 46 van de concessie een nieuw vijfde lid 
opgenomen. Dit nieuwe vijfde lid betreft de proef met het doorrijden door NS van 
de nachttreindienst van en richting Innsbruck/Wenen en Düsseldorf. Dit wordt in 
de volgende paragraaf nader toegelicht. 
Met het besluit van 14 december 2020 (IENW/BSK-2020/231927) is artikel 46 
van de concessie per 1 januari 2021 gewijzigd. Hierbij zijn abusievelijk enkele 
fouten ontstaan in de nummering van de artikelleden. Met de onderhavige 
wijziging is er derhalve voor gekozen artikel 46 in zijn geheel opnieuw vast te 
stellen. 


Nachttreindienst 
In artikel 46 van de concessie was vóór de inwerkingtreding van de onderhavige 
wijziging in het vijfde lid (is het zevende lid geworden) bepaald dat NS op verzoek 
van en in overleg met de relevante binnenlandse en buitenlandse partijen andere 
kansrijke verbeteringen of nieuwe grensoverschrijdende verbindingen onderzoekt. 
Naar aanleiding van deze bepaling draagt NS met ingang van dienstregelingjaar 
2021 er zorg voor dat de bestaande nachttreindienst van ÖBB tussen 
Innsbruck/Wenen en Düsseldorf vanaf de Nederlandse grens wordt doorgereden 
naar Amsterdam en vice versa. De nachttreindienst stopt bij de start in 
dienstregeling 2021 in Nederland in ieder geval op Amsterdam Centraal, Utrecht 
Centraal en Arnhem Centraal. NS kan, bijvoorbeeld vanwege operationele 
redenen, besluiten met de nachttreindienst niet te stoppen op Utrecht Centraal 
en/of Arnhem Centraal. Tevens kan NS besluiten om met de nachttreindienst ook 
te stoppen op andere stations in Nederland dan de eerdergenoemde stations. 
Deze verbinding wordt als proef gereden tot uiterlijk eind 2024, met de 
mogelijkheid voor een tussentijdse evaluatie. Dat deze verbinding een proef 
betreft is vastgelegd in het vijfde lid. Randvoorwaardelijk voor de proef is de 
bijdrage van de concessieverlener ter dekking van het exploitatietekort dat hierbij 
optreedt over de gehele periode, zoals benoemd in de brief van de 
staatssecretaris van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat van 10 oktober 2019 
(Kamerstukken II 2019/2020, 29 984, nr. 868). Met deze verbinding wordt 
invulling gegeven aan de ambitie om de internationale nachttrein terug te 
brengen naar Nederland. 


DE STAATSSECRETARIS VAN INFRASTRUCTUUR EN WATERSTAAT, 


S. van Veldhoven - Van der Meer
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> Retouradres Postbus 20901 2500 EX  Den Haag 


De voorzitter van de Tweede Kamer 


der Staten-Generaal 


Binnenhof 4 


2513 AA  DEN HAAG 


  


Datum 13 januari 2021 


Betreft Wijziging concessie voor het hoofdrailnet in het kader 


van tijdelijke proef nachttrein Wenen 


  


 


 


Geachte voorzitter, 


Met deze brief informeer ik uw Kamer over een wijziging van de vervoerconcessie 


voor het hoofdrailnet, die per 13 januari 2021 in werking treedt. Het betreft het in 


de concessie opnemen van de tijdelijke proef tot eind 2024 met het doortrekken 


van de nachttrein Wenen/Innsbruck - Düsseldorf naar Amsterdam en vice versa, 


waarover ik uw Kamer vorig jaar heb geïnformeerd.1 In de bijlage vindt u het 


besluit tot wijziging van de concessie. Met het definitief worden van de wijziging 


van de concessie zal ik op korte termijn NS de subsidiebeschikking verstrekken 


voor het netto financieel effect gedurende de looptijd van deze proef met een 


maximum van €6,7 miljoen2. 


 


Gelet op de huidige reisadviezen in het kader van COVID-19 is de praktische 


uitvoering van de proef niet gestart op de eerder geplande datum van 13 


december 2020 (start dienstregeling 2021). NS zoekt momenteel in samenspraak 


met ÖBB naar een nieuwe datum voor de praktische start van de nachttreindienst 


rekening houdend met de onzekere ontwikkelingen van de coronamaatregelen en 


daarbij horende reisadviezen in de verschillende landen. Met de concessiewijziging 


en de subsidiebeschikking zijn wel de juridische kaders voor de proef, 


vooruitlopend op de daadwerkelijke start van proef, reeds ingeregeld. 


 


In de aanloop naar mijn besluit hebben de consumentenorganisaties 


vertegenwoordigd in het Locov een positief advies uitgebracht.3 Het advies van 


het Locov om de stops op Utrecht CS en Arnhem CS expliciet op te nemen in de 


concessietekst heb ik daarbij een plek gegeven in de toelichting bij de wijziging, 


om zo de vervoerder enige vrijheid te geven in het stoppatroon mocht daar 


aanleiding toe zijn. 


 


                                                
1 Kamerstukken II 2019/2020, 29 984 nr. 868. 
2 Dit betreft een reeds gereserveerd bedrag, waarover ik uw Kamer geïnformeerd heb op 10 
oktober 2019 (Kamerstukken II, 2019/2020, 29 984 nr. 868). 
3 Het advies van de consumentenorganisaties is te vinden via de website van het Locov. 
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Deze wijziging van de concessie staat overigens los van de wijziging naar 


aanleiding van de midterm review, waarover ik uw Kamer op 18 december jl. heb 


geïnformeerd.4 


 


Tegelijk met mijn besluit van vorig jaar om deze proef in principe mogelijk te 


maken, heb ik aangegeven tijdens de looptijd van de proef in een parallel spoor 


met geïnteresseerde partijen te verkennen of en hoe zij kunnen worden 


gestimuleerd om Nederland na de proef als bestemming te kiezen voor hun 


nachttrein. Initiatieven voor nieuwe verbindingen als die van SBB, OBB, DB en 


SNCF voor onder andere een mogelijke verbinding Amsterdam-Zürich5 juich ik dan 


ook van harte toe. Dergelijke initiatieven kunnen bijdragen aan een groter aanbod 


van aantrekkelijke verbindingen en mijn doelstelling van 2 miljoen extra 


internationale reizigers per jaar richting 2025.  


 


Bij nieuwe verbindingen verken ik eerst de mogelijkheden voor totstandkoming 


van dergelijke verbindingen via open toegang, conform mijn voornemen6 over de 


toekomstige marktordening op het spoor. In de daarbij aangekondigde 


marktverkenning voor internationale verbindingen zal contact worden gelegd met 


mogelijk geïnteresseerde marktpartijen om te verkennen of en op welke termijn 


zij kansen zien voor nachttreinen. Daarbij wordt gekeken naar verschillende 


potentiele bestemmingen zoals ook genoemd in het eerdere onderzoek van het 


KIM7. Ik verwacht de resultaten van deze marktverkenning voor de zomer naar uw 


Kamer te sturen. 


  


Ik vertrouw erop u hiermee voldoende te hebben geïnformeerd.  


Hoogachtend, 


DE STAATSSECRETARIS VAN INFRASTRUCTUUR EN WATERSTAAT, 


 


 


 


 


 


S. van Veldhoven - Van der Meer 


 


 


                                                
4 Kamerstukken II 2020/2021, 29 984, nr. 917 
5 https://www.politico.eu/article/brussels-to-berlin-by-night-train-is-back/ 
6 Kamerstukken II 2019/2020, 29 984 nr. 899. 
7 Bijlage bij Kamerstukken II 2018/2019, 29 984 nr. 854. De door het KIM geïdentificeerde 
potentiele bestemmingen voor nachttreinen betreffen Kopenhagen, Warschau, Praag, 
München, Wenen, Zürich, Milaan en Turijn.  
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4

The European 
Year of Rail 2021 
is a key driver 
for the European 
Green Deal

The European Union has set itself the target to become climate neutral by 2050. 
Making mobility more sustainable is necessary for reaching this target. Rail 
could play a key role in the future transport system because it is clean, safe 
andreliable, and it could become a symbol for the European Green Deal. Eu-
rope needs to become more climate friendly, and Europe needs to grow closer 
together. A strengthened European rail system could (1) better connect 
people and businesses in Europe, (2) reduce transport emissions by cre-
ating alternative options to road transport and aviation, and (3) give 
a green boost to the European economy post-Covid-19.

While many actors are praising railways, the European rail system is currently 
not in the best shape to take a central role in transport systems. In almost all 
EU member states, the importance of rail has declined over the last decades 
due to a heavy focus on road and aviation. Rail accounts for only 8% of pas-
senger transport, and international rail services in particular are not sufficiently 
developed. Of the 365 cross-border rail links that once existed, 149 were 
non-operational in 2018, and today not even all European capital cities are 
linked by direct rail services. The rail system in the EU is currently not more than 
a patchwork of national systems, with no comprehensive European strategy. 

In the European Year of Rail 2021, the EU and national governments need 
to seize the opportunity to boost European rail services. This is an excellent 
moment for initiating a rail renaissance for the following reasons: (1) Covid-19 
has reshuffled transport systems and travelling habits; (2) with the European 
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Green Deal, the EU economy is on the brink of a new era; and (3) there is strong 
political support for rail from actors across the board.

The options for improving international rail are right in front of us on a silver 
platter. EU institutions and players tend to focus on infrastructure development, 
but this is expensive and time consuming. Also, rail infrastructure projects are 
often not matched with measures to simultaneously improve service quality 
to make efficient use of the new infrastructure. There are low-hanging fruits 
available to the EU which could boost international rail services immediately, 
without the need for large scale investments.

 Priorities 

Priority

1
Launch	new	direct	

international	services,	
day	and	night,	

on existing	infrastructure

Priority

2
Make	booking	
of international	

services	attractive	
and convenient	

Priority 

3
Invest	in	cross-border	

infrastructure	
connections	

and key corridors
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A European network: 
launch direct  
international services  
on European arteries

International rail services between major European cities offer a large untapped 
potential. Most rail services stop at the border, or end just on the other side of 
the border. Travellers often need to change trains several times to get from one 
capital to the other—which means additional stress and waiting time for the 
traveller. The few direct services often stop too many times along the way and 
wait too often at major traffic nodes for track capacity. Direct trains between 
all European major cities of neighbouring countries should be an abso-
lute minimum, but also other metropolitan areas should be connected with 
direct and frequent services. Furthermore, long-distance trains should connect 
well with regional rail services, to establish a dense and attractive network.

France and Spain have developed high-speed services but abandoned most regional lines

Both France and Spain have invested heavily in high-
speed lines. 
France has built 2,800 kilometres (km) of high-speed 
lines since the 1980s, which makes it one of the 
densest high-speed networks in Europe. Unfortu-
nately, the cost of building and maintaining these 
lines has taken its toll on regional and local lines. 
Between 1998 and 2018, 13.1% of the total length 
of the French network was closed. Local and re-
gional infrastructure is aging and in urgent need of 
renewal. For this reason, the French government, 
along with SNCF, has recently shifted its priorities 

to maintaining local lines and postponing several 
high-speed projects.
In Spain, three out of four euros allocated in 2018 
to rail infrastructure went into high-speed infra-
structure. Spain now has the longest high-speed 
network in Europe (around 3,000 km) but it is the 
least used, with only 13 billion passenger-kilometres 
in 2018. As a comparison: France transported 49 bil-
lion passenger-kilometres on a high-speed network 
of almost equal length (IRG 2020). In contrast, only 
a minor share of the Spanish rail budget was invest-
ed in suburban rail.

1
Priority
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Connecting long-distance trains to regional rail services does not always require 
new high-speed infrastructure. Much of the infrastructure is already there, 
especially in western Europe, but is not utilised to its full potential. A Euro-
pean Commission report found that of 202 operational cross-border 
rail links, only 57 were fully exploited in 2017 (European Commission 
2018). In many cases more efficient use of existing high-speed or even conven-
tional infrastructure and better coordination of timetables would be sufficient. 
A well-coordinated timetable could also integrate regional and long-distance 
trains and improve connectivity in Europe.

Currently, the main obstacles to international services are:

 Q National perspective: incumbent operators focus on their national 
market (especially on lucrative main routes) and often lack an international 
vision and experience (e.g. market potential, administrative). Trains stop at 
‘at every haystack’, which might make sense from a national perspective, 
but leads to additional travel times for international services.

 Q Administrative hurdles make international services less attractive for 
operators. For example: they need to apply for track capacity with various 

Warsaw—Vilnius

Warsaw—Prague

Berlin—Copenhagen

Berlin—Brussels

Berlin—Paris

Paris—Madrid

Madrid—Lisbon

Neighbours but 
no direct train 
between…
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infrastructure managers; drivers are required to 
speak several languages; and rolling stock needs 
to be designed and licensed for different national 
electricity, signalling and safety systems.

What is needed is a European spirit in planning 
and management of rail services, and start-up 
support for new international services. In the 1960s 
and 70s, a network of direct trans-continental servic-
es connected Europe across borders—the Trans-Eu-
rope Express (TEE). This joint endeavour of French, 
German, Swiss, Dutch, Belgian, Luxembourg and 
Italian railways only offered first-class services and 
only connected a number of countries in western 
and central Europe; however, the idea might serve 
as a starting point. TEE trains only stopped at major 
cities and were often scheduled to allow travellers to 
do a roundtrip in a single day. At its height in the late 

1970s, the TEE served 31 routes. The network also gave impetus to the develop-
ment of interoperable trains that could run on different voltage systems.

A new East-West European line: 
Warsaw—Berlin—Brussels—Paris
A direct service between Warsaw and Paris could 
be the first test case for new international lines. 
There are already direct services on the following 
sections: Warsaw—Berlin (6h), Berlin—Cologne, 
Cologne—Brussels, Brussels—Paris (1h30).
The TEE2.0 study assumes that Warsaw—Paris 
journey can currently be done in 13h15; with in-
frastructure improvements travel time could be 
reduced to 12h45 (BMVI 2020). There is already 
rolling stock (TGV) available that is certified in Ger-
many, Belgium and France. While the certification 
process in Poland is ongoing, the trial service could 
start with Berlin—Paris.
The route would have a significant potential to shift 
flights to rail, as some sections are heavily frequent-
ed flight routes. There are more than five million 
passengers every year who fly the total distance 
Warsaw—Paris, or smaller sections of it. For in-
stance, between Cologne and Paris an average of 
more than 2,500 people fly every day, and between 
Berlin and Paris 3,000 (in 2019, Eurostat 2020). 

Germany is a key player for new European 
rail services
Due to its central location in the EU, Germany is 
crucially important for a European rail network. Yet 
running international services through Germany is 
difficult, as:

 Q Germany is one of the few EU member states 
that does not place public service obligations 
on long-distance rail services;

 Q the German infrastructure manager DB Netz 
charges one of the highest mark-ups on track 
access charges in the EU. Many other EU mem-
ber states charge only direct costs for infra-
structure use and no additional mark-ups;

 Q responsibility for train services is devolved to re-
gional government, cross-border coordination 
with Germany is more difficult than with other 
EU member states.
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A few decades ago, countries in Europe were still 
connected via many night train routes, but most 
of these have been discontinued. These night trains 
were important connections, particularly for longer 
distances. Austrian rail operator ÖBB has begun to 
revive some of the routes.

In September 2020 the German government 
proposed reviving the TEE idea, with eight core 
international routes together with a network of 
European night trains (BMVI 2020). The idea of 
a TEE2.0 is a good start to ‘Europeanising’ train 
services and overcoming some of the major hur-
dles. The proposed network could then be ex-
panded to reach further into Spain/Portugal and 
south and eastern Europe.

How can the EU launch new international rail ser-
vices in the short term?

 Q Get started: Agree on one or two corridors 
to start with (e.g. Warsaw—Berlin—Brussels—
Paris or Amsterdam—Paris—Barcelona).

 Q Corridor coordination: Task the European 
Railway Agency (ERA) with coordinating rail ser-
vices on these corridors to create a one-stop 
shop for train operators. The agency could 
provide information on which rolling stock is 
required, and the frequency and speed of the services. It could facilitate 
coordination between infrastructure managers to ensure that services 
get the required track slots for fast and smooth journeys.

 Q Start-up support: Determine those sections of the corridor that the 
service can run on a commercial basis and those where it needs subsidies 
(at least to get started); start-up support should be tied to the condi-
tion that low-price tickets are available to make the service accessible to 
price-sensitive passengers.

 Q Vision: Agree on a comprehensive network of European day and night 
trains, with trains crossing external EU borders into the neighbourhood 
(especially to the Uk, Western Balkans, Turkey, Ukraine, Belarus and Russia).

A new North—South European line: 
Amsterdam—Barcelona
Another test case could be a direct service between 
Amsterdam and Barcelona. Currently, there are 
trains making this journey in three segments: Am-
sterdam—Brussels (2h30), Brussels—Lyon (3h45) 
and Lyon—Barcelona (5h)—a  total of 11 hours 
15 minutes. A direct train could connect Amsterdam 
and Barcelona in 10h15. Rolling stock is available 
for this route: the Siemens Velaro train is certified 
in Netherlands, Belgium, France and Spain. 
The route would have significant potential to shift 
travel from air to rail. For example, there are on 
average 6,500 people flying from Paris to Barce-
lona each day. In 2019, almost 8.5 million people 
took a flight on the Amsterdam—Barcelona route 
or smaller sections of it (Eurostat 2020). 
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Easy booking:  
Make rail data  
sharing mandatory 

Booking international flights is very easy but buying international rail tickets 
is the opposite. Passengers cannot easily find and compare all available con-
nections and prices, and bear the risk of delays on the way. That needs to 
change: travelling by rail needs to become at least as easy as travelling 
by plane. Consumers should be able to book rail tickets for any connection 
in the EU via one-stop shops. In the best case, this should integrate with other 
sustainable modes for the first and last miles of the passenger’s journey, such 
as buses, trams, shared bikes, etc.

It is not possible to book a train ticket  
Frankfurt—Barcelona online
If you try to buy a train ticket from Frankfurt to Barcelona, this is what you find:

 Q Deutsche Bahn shows two connections (fastest is 13h04) that reach Barce-
lona within the same day but no tickets are sold.

 Q SNCF shows no connections.
 Q RENFE shows no connections, and this information is available only in Spanish.
 Q Trainline offers tickets for three connections, which are different from the 

Deutsche Bahn connections and require at least 25 hours of travelling.
 Q Omio shows no connection.

The only possible ways to book the trip from Frankfurt to Barcelona are to buy 
tickets for segments of the journey from the different operators’ websites, con-
tact an offline travel agent or queue up at one of the few remaining Deutsche 
Bahn ticket sale desks.
As a comparison: Google Flights search shows for the same day approximately 
60 connections, even during the Covid-19 pandemic.

2
Priority
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The EU has trusted the rail sector to find its own solution but 
that sector has delayed progress for years. Technical solu-
tions for integrating information from different train 
providers are available. Independent online ticket vendors 
like Trainline, Omio, etc try to assemble tickets from different 
operators, but their websites do not yet show all available rail 
connections and ticket offers. This is because rail operators are 
reluctant to share all the necessary data with other operators 
or with independent ticket vendors. 

The EU needs to require rail operators to share all nec-
essary data for easy booking of international rail trips. 
European law currently obliges transport operators to share 
only some basic data, such as static travel and traffic data 
(1926/2017 Delegated Regulation of the Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) 
Directive). The regulation does not cover fare data and also leaves it open 
to member states to require dynamic travel and traffic data (e.g. information 
on platform numbers and changes, accurate seat plans, real-time delays and 
cancellations, predicted arrival time). These data are critical for a seamless 
journey and for passengers to be able to find alternative connections in case 
of disruptions (European Commission 2019). 

Finland shows the way 
for multimodal ticketing
Finland is the European frontrunner 
when it comes to multimodal ticketing. 
The 2018 Transport Act obliges all mo-
bility service providers to grant access 
to essential data, sales interfaces and 
reservation interfaces, via an Applica-
tion Programming Interface (API). The 
law thus covers not only rail but also 
public road services. Mobility service 
providers are obliged to cooperate 
and to enter into agreements, based 
on criteria set out in the Transport 
Act. The Finnish Transport Agency is 
responsible for monitoring the supply 
and demand of mobility services, and 
produces statistics from the data ob-
tained (European Commission 2019).
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Some member states move beyond that regulation while others implement 
only the absolute minimum, resulting in legal fragmentation across the EU. 
In Germany, for instance, Deutsche Bahn (DB) data on timetables and planned 
disruptions is open to ticket vendors, but not data on real-time platforms, 
real-time delays and cancellations, or next-day information on delays and 
cancellation (which is required for claiming compensation). 

The EU needs to establish a comprehensive multimodal legal framework 
for booking, ticketing and payment services. In its 2021 Work Programme 
the European Commission announced it would revise the ITS Directive and 
propose a multimodal ticketing initiative. This initiative needs to fulfil the fol-
lowing criteria:

 Q The framework will make access to static and dynamic data manda-
tory (including routes, stops, timetables, prices and the availability and 
accessibility of services). 

 Q Rail operators will be required to share data via an open Application 
Programming Interface (API), which must be in machine readable for-
mat. Many operators have so far failed to build interfaces into their own 
booking systems.

 Q The framework should allow ticket vendors to assemble their own 
discount and promotion packages to compete in an open ticketing 
market.

The EU needs to establish rules to guaran-
tee that international rail passengers arrive 
at their final destination and can hop on the next 
train in case of missed train connections. Rail pas-
sengers often need to buy individual tickets from 
different rail operators for a multi-leg journey—and 
under current rules passengers bear the risk if 
a connection is missed. Rail operators are cur-
rently not obliged to sell so-called ‘through tickets’, 
that is, one ticket contract for multi-leg journey with 
a guarantee to arrive at the final destination. Also, 
independent ticket vendors that assemble tickets 
from various operators do not offer such an ‘arrival 
guarantee’. As there are only a few direct interna-
tional train connections between major European 
cities, this is a concern for passengers.

The Berlin—Brussels roulette— 
no ‘hop on the next train’
When travelling by train from Berlin to Brussels, 
passengers need to change trains in Cologne. Fre-
quently the ICE train (operated by DB) from Berlin 
to Cologne is delayed and travellers miss their con-
nection. From Cologne to Brussels there is only one 
ICE train every two hours, but a Thalys train several 
times a day in the ‘interim slots’. Yet, the DB traveller 
is not allowed to take the Thalys trains to Brussels 
earlier than the next ICE train because there is no 
‘hop on the next train’ agreement between Thalys 
and DB, meaning travellers often need 08h49 in-
stead of 06h49 for the trip.
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Smart spending: 
Use EU money 
to improve rail 
infrastructure capacity 
and connectivity

EU funding (cohesion funding, Connecting Europe Facility, Recovery and Resil-
ience Facility) makes up an important share of overall transport infrastructure 
funding, especially in the new member states. Yet, in the past, EU transport 
funding has not always been used wisely. Too much funding went into road and 
airports, and too little into rail. This is especially the case for EU cohesion fund-
ing: around 50% of transport cohesion funding goes into road, and only 
25% into rail projects. Funding decisions are based on plans prepared by the 

respective member state, and negotiated between 
member states and the European Commission. 

European Investment Bank (EIB) transport lending 
is still supporting unsustainable infrastructure such 
as airports and new motorway projects. Transport 
is the single largest sector of EIB activity, accounting 
for about 1 in every 4 euros invested by the bank. 
The bank is, however, in the process of revising both 
its climate (2020) and transport policies (2021).

Too much money also goes into mega-projects 
with exploding costs and long delays. The Eu-
ropean Court of Auditors (2018) cautioned that 
projects were often chosen based on political de-
cisions and not on thorough cost-benefit analyses. 

3

Only one out of seven border 
crossings between Germany 
and Poland is electrified
There were once 24 rail links between Germany and 
Poland of which only seven remain in operation. 
Yet, only the border crossing at Frankfurt (Oder) 
is electrified. The trains from Berlin to Warsaw or 
to Gdansk operate on this line. The remaining six 
border crossings are not yet electrified, meaning 
that trains need to run on diesel. 
The Cottbus—Legnica link is particularly relevant 
to connect Berlin to densely populated Southern 
Poland (Wroclaw, Silesia, Krakow). To electrify this 
138 km link would cost approximately €100 million 
but could reduce travel time between Berlin and 
Wroclaw from currently 4.5 hours to only 3 hours 
because Eurocity trains could take a more direct 
route (currently going through Frankfurt (Oder)). 
For comparison: before the 2nd World War travel 
time was only 2.5 hours.

Priority
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The evaluated high-speed projects took 16 years on average, cost on average 
€25 million per track km, but often do not deliver on expectations: average 
speeds rarely reach 200 km/h, and only few lines transported more than nine 
million passengers per year (the benchmark for a successful high-speed line). 
In contrast, small-scale interventions with greater European potential are of-
ten not implemented. This can be electrification, constructing a second track 
or bypasses to increase capacity and speed, or closing smaller missing links 
on the border.

The European Court of Auditors also noted a lack 
of coordination of cross-border infrastructure 
projects. Member states take a national perspec-
tive and do not prioritise closing cross-border gaps. 
This means that infrastructure might have been 
completed on one side of the border but delayed 
by years on the other side. 

The EU should ensure that EU funding:

 Q Supports modal shift towards rail: In the 
negotiations of the Operational Programmes 
for Cohesion funding, the European Commis-
sion should ensure that more budget goes 
to rail than to road, and no new roads are 
financedin the old member states, as they al-
ready have a sufficiently dense road network. 
The European Commission should also ask 
member states to present modal shift tar-
gets if they want to access funds for trans-
port under the Recovery and Resilience Facility. 
The EIB should, in the upcoming review of its 
Transport Strategy, decide to stop funding any 
airport infrastructure or road network expansion, and instead increase 
funding for electric cross-border rail projects and rolling stock.

 Q Prioritises rail projects essential for intra-European rail services: 
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funding should only go into projects that 
are key to cross-border connectivity (e.g. for key corridors), and should 
focus more on low-hanging fruits than on new mega-projects. Such inter-
ventions should be based on sound cost-benefit analysis. When evaluating 

Spain has only one international 
long-distance rail line
Spain has invested massively into high-speed 
lines over the last decades, with €14 billion (25% 
of total investment) coming from EU funds (Inter-
national Railway Journal 2020). Yet there is only 
one international high-speed rail line connecting 
Barcelona with Montpellier in France. The tracks 
are underused, with only two services per day. 
For regional services there are additional border 
crossings in Portbou-Perpignan (Mediterranean 
coast), Irun/Hendaye (Atlantic coast) and Puigcerda 
(Pyrenees), but none of them is serviced frequently. 
Another difficulty on these regional lines is that 
trains need to change between standard and Ibe-
rian track gauge at the border.
The connection between Spain and Portugal is even 
worse: a rail trip from Madrid to Lisbon (625 km) 
takes 10h50 and requires three changes, as only 
regional lines operate across borders. There are 
border crossings in Badajoz-Elvas, Fregenada-Bar-
ca de Alva and Vigo-Porto but they are under-used. 
The only long-distance line to Portugal is a night 
train from Hendaye/Irun to Lisbon (currently sus-
pended due to Covid-19). The TEN-T network plan 
foresees a high-speed connection between Madrid 
and Lisbon as part of the core network but the 
project is currently not being pursued by either the 
Portuguese or the Spanish government.
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member states’ operational programmes for cohesion funding/recovery 
funding, the European Commission should suggest to member states that 
they include rail projects that are key to the functioning of a European 
rail network. 

 Q Promotes infrastructure interventions which are accompanied 
by transformative measures: When accessing EU rail infrastructure 
funding, member states should be required to present accompanying 
policy measures which ensure that the infrastructure is used efficiently.

Other policy interventions 
for supporting European rail

Apart from the above mentioned priorities, the EU and member states should 
address the following obstacles:

 Q International rail has no strong voice in the current system because 
member states and incumbent railway operators tend to focus on their 
own national markets. There is also a lack of coordination of infrastructure 
managers across borders. The EU should strengthen the European 
Rail Agency (ERA) as a traffic control and coordination authority 
for international rail transport. The ERA should be entrusted with 
forecasting demand, assessing the level of required services (destination, 
frequency, speed) and allocating capacities. The ERA could identify routes 
that may be of interest to travellers but which are not yet fully exploited, 
and could make this information available to train operators. It could 
also determine which sections of the desired network services would be 

Examples of border crossings between Spain, France, Belgium, Germany and Poland that 
need urgent attention

Member	States	
involved Border	crossing Important	for Required	action

Germany — Poland Cottbus — Forst —  
Legnica

connecting Berlin with 
southern Poland electrification of 138 km

France — Germany Colmar — Freiburg connecting regions build 1 km bridge

Spain — France Astigarraga — Irun /
Hendaye — Bayonne

connecting Bordeaux 
to northern Spain

upgrade cross-border 
section

Spain — France (Pau) Bedous — Canfranc 
(Zaragoza)

Reconnect central 
corridor in the Pyrenees

Refurbishment of 30 km 
railtrack on French side
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commercially viable and where public service obligations (PSOs) would be 
needed in order to guarantee a service.

 Q Night train operators and new rail operators have an especially 
hard time finding trains that can operate in more than one country. 
The second-hand market for interoperable rolling stock and night trains is 
limited, ordering an entire new fleet is prohibitively expensive, and no func-
tioning leasing market is in place for this specific segment. The EU and 
member states should help to find new, creative finance mechanisms 
for overcoming the lack of rolling stock and consider establishing 
a publicly managed rolling stock pool.

 Q Airlines pay no tax on kerosene, receive 85% of allowances of the 
European Emissions Trading Scheme free of charge, and pay no VAT 
on international tickets. This creates an uneven playing field between 
aviation and rail. The European Commission has announced it will review 
both the EU Energy Taxation Directive and the EU ETS Directive in 2021. 
It is crucial to use this opportunity to introduce a kerosene tax, in-
troduce full auctioning for aviation allowances in the EU ETS, and 
create a stronger price for emission allowances. 

 Q Track access charges are prohibitively high in some EU member 
states. EU Regulation suggests that charges should cover only marginal 
costs, but some member states ask for much higher mark ups, for example 
on highly frequented routes or during rush hours. This creates an unfair 
advantage for road transport, which pays only infrastructure charges on 
approximately 3% of the EU road network. For freight rail, some member 
states have reduced charges, but not so for passenger rail. EU member 
states should agree to reduce track access charges to direct cost 
levels. This would increase the use of tracks and could bring higher in-
come for infrastructure managers in return. During the transition period, 
alternative funding to cover losses of infrastructure managers could come 
from ETS auctioning revenues.
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Why is this important?

Rail can help the EU to achieve  
its climate targets

Rail is the cleanest mode of transport. A flight from Paris to Berlin causes at 
least six times the CO2 emissions of a train journey. Counting also the non-CO2 
impacts of aviation, the flight is responsible for 18 times the climate impact of 
a rail trip. With further electrification and decarbonisation of power generation, 
the carbon emissions of rail could be reduced to close to zero.

Intra-European flights on distances less than 1,000 km are estimated to cause 
28 MtCO2 every year, without counting the non-CO2 impacts. Seventeen of the 
20 most frequented air routes in Europe are for distances less than 700 km. 
In theory, almost all of these journeys could be shifted to rail. 

The better European cities are connected by rail, the easier it is to move trans-
port away from high-polluting transport modes such as aviation and cars. 
The more attractive and easy-to-use rail services are, the more likely it is that 
people will want to switch.

Rail can be a driver for European recovery 
post-Covid-19

The rail sector employs more than 2.3 million people (directly and indirectly) 
and creates a gross value added of €143 billion, of which €66 billion is created 
directly by the sector. This is larger than the gross value added of air transport. 
The EU rail supply industry accounts for around 20% of the global market. 

Rail infrastructure investments usually need more time but add to mid-term 
stability and growth expectations in the construction sector. Some rail in-
frastructure modernisation projects could be realised rapidly—for example 
track switches, bypasses, European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS). 
The investments needed for the realisation of the Trans-European Transport 
(TEN-T) core network, for example, is estimated to create €4.5 trillion cumulated 
GDP and 13 million job-years EU-wide.
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Rail connects people, cities and countries

In contrast to aviation, rail not only services highly frequented core routes but 
also has a network that reaches into remote regions. This network was much 
more dense 50 years ago, both within countries and in border regions. While 
many connections are not in use anymore because of massive divestment 
from rail, many could easily be reinstalled. A network of fast long-distance 
connections combined with dense regional services could make Europeans 
feel connected to and part of the EU.
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Annex: Specific 
recommendations 
for Poland, Germany, 
France and Spain

What can Poland do to boost 
European rail services?

1 Create fair conditions  
for infrastructure access

The current system of infrastructure access charges is extremely asymmetric 
and strongly favours road over rail transport. Rail currently pays infrastructure 
access charges on 100% of the railway network (including layovers or the use 
of railway stations), while road (bus) operators pay charges only on 1% of Pol-
ish roads, and individual drivers pay only for selected sections of motorways, 
representing around 0.2% of the entire network. Infrastructure charges of 
road and rail should be aligned in all market segments—including international 
long-distance transport.

The second problem is the high level of track access charges for rail operators. 
As a first step, track access charges in Poland should be reduced to the level of 
costs directly induced by the train journey. This would reduce charges from the 
current 60% of total infrastructure maintenance costs to 30%. These charges 
should go entirely to the Railway Fund and thus contribute to the development 
and construction of new railway lines (as is the case with roads). Maintenance 
costs should be covered through the general state budget. Ultimately, the sys-
tem of charges for transport infrastructure should be dependent on the level 
of external costs (pollution, noise, traffic safety, etc). 
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2 Invest in interoperable rolling stock 
for international connections,  
including night trains

The lack of interoperable rolling stock is a key obstacle for the launch of new 
international long-distance connections. Due to the very limited number of in-
ternational connections and small passenger flows, it is not a priority for carrier 
investment. As a result, international rail operators—especially night trains—
have access only to old wagons of poor quality. In addition, international trains 
waste time at borders due to the lack of multi-system locomotives, which could 
run on different voltage and safety systems. In Poland, an estimated 40 locomo-
tives and approximately 350 wagons are needed to operate connections with 
other EU countries (Germany, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Lithuania). To im-
prove the quality and frequency of international connections Poland should 
launch an investment programme for interoperable rolling stock. This could 
also help the country negotiate with the European Union on the co-financing of 
rolling stock, or even an EU-financed rolling stock pool. Currently, the long-dis-
tance segment is the only area of passenger railway in Poland not covered by 
any EU support programme for rolling stock.

3 Elimination of barriers to entry 
for new railway carriers

One of the basic problems of the international transport offer is its malad-
justment to modern market needs. Trains run infrequently, tickets are much 
more expensive than domestic services, and there are no discounts available 
on international trains. The reason is that the organisation of connections 
is left to the incumbent railway carriers from individual countries and inflexi-
ble procedures for their cooperation (including archaic regulations on tariffs 
and ticket sales). The example of low-cost airlines shows that an effective 
instrument for changing this situation is opening the market to competition. 
In the case of commercial services, full deregulation of the market should be 
achieved. Where financial support (PSO) is required to maintain traffic, compet-
itive tenders for carrier selection should be obligatory, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Fourth Railway Package. In the case of Poland, it is essential 
to review and clarify the rules for market access. The current regulation leaves 
room for misinterpretation and is commonly used to block the entry of new 
entrants to the market, which may exert positive pressure on the quality, scope 
and accessibility of services for passengers.
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What can Germany do to boost 
European rail services?

1 Reduce track access charges 
for passenger trains 

According to EU law, track access charges should generally only reflect direct 
costs (wear and tear costs); but Germany, for instance, makes use of an ex-
emption and charges full costs for passenger trains (i.e. including infrastructure 
maintenance costs). The German track access charges are, as a consequence, 
five times as high as the mere direct costs would be (CERRE 2018). This results 
in very high access charges for train operators, accounting for around a third of 
total operation costs. The average costs per kilometre for long-distance trains 
rose by 18% between 2013 and 2018. For freight rail, Germany has already 
decided to halve its track access charges. The same approach to passenger rail 
could be a first step in incentivising more international services, and to make 
rail more competitive with other transport modes. The lost income for infra-
structure managers would need to come from Germany’s general budget. 

2 Establish a competent national 
authority for long-distance rail

Germany is the only EU member state without a national contracting authority 
for rail transport. When Germany reformed its rail system in the 1990s, it es-
tablished in each of the federal states (Bundesländer) at least one contract-
ing authority responsible for organising and ordering regional rail passenger 
services, and for determining public service obligations. There are now 27 re-
gional contracting authorities, but no such authority at federal level. Article 
87e(4) of the German constitution obliges the federal government to guarantee 
non-regional services, and provides the legal basis for establishing a national 
contracting authority by law. Yet, after more than two decades, Germany has 
still not introduced such a law, meaning that all long-distancetrains need to 
run solely on a commercial basis. 

This has led to gaps in the national network of long-distance trains and raises 
the question of how Germany can implement its so-called ‘Deutschlandtakt’, 
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an integrated timetable for 2030 which includes routes not commercially via-
ble. It also makes it more difficult to run international trains through Germany. 
Operating international trains is usually more costly because of higher coor-
dination and administration costs, and the need to buy or lease interoperable 
rolling stock. In contrast to many other EU member states, Germany provides 
no support for long-distance trains in the form of public service obligations 
(PSOs) and also seems to object toother governments covering the German 
part of the route with PSOs, as a recent feasibility study on a Stockholm—Brus-
sels night train revealed.

3 Electrify border crossings to Poland 
and Czech Republic

Most international long-distance trains today run on electricity, which is not 
only cleaner but also faster. Only 61% of Germany’s railway network is elec-
trified, and only 27 of its 57 border crossings into neighbouring countries are 
electrified. Most non-electrified border crossings are on the eastern borders: 
13 into the Czech Republic and eight into Poland. The lack of electrification 
usually means that locomotives need to be changed at the border, adding to 
travel times, and that many faster trains cannot run on those sections. To better 
connect with the east, Germany should urgently electrify the following sections:

 Q Cottbus—Forst—Legnica: 138 km electrification would speed up services 
from Berlin to Wroclaw and krakow;

 Q Dresden—Görlitz—Zgorzelec: 95 km electrification would improve train 
connections between Dresden and Wrocław;

 Q Regensburg—Furth im Wald: 131 km electrification would speed up ser-
vices from Munich to Prague to less than four hours;

 Q Nürnberg—Schirnding—Cheb: 140 km electrification would reduce travel 
time between Nuremberg and Prague to less than four hours.

© Natalya Vilman, dreamstime.com
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What can France do to boost 
European rail services?

1 Initiate a national strategy  
for a modal shift from air to rail 

Massive modal shift is no longer an option but a necessity if France is to reach 
its targets of CO2 emissions. Yet, there is no long-term plan to reduce the 
number of flights taken for European travel. Such a strategy is much needed, 
as it would allow for long-term planning, better coordination with the ERA, and 
better coordination between long-distance and local trains. 

With an extensive network of railways lines already in place, international con-
nections do not require any major infrastructure works and couldbe created 
very quickly. What is lacking is an integrated strategy to promote train over air 
for domestic and European travel. France should set clear objectives in modal 
shift by 2030 and 2050, in accordance with national low carbon strategy (SNBC).

As long- and medium-distance train connections (both day and night ) can be an 
important asset to reach French climate targets, France should create further 
incentives to boost this modal shift: introducing VAT on European flights and 
reducing VAT on train travel. Airport expansion projects in France should also 
be halted, as they undermine efforts towards low emission mobility.

2 Ease emergence of new players 
for long-distance connections

As the European rail market opens, private and ‘historic’ incumbents will have 
the opportunity to operate new European connections. This opening of the Eu-
ropean train market will be an opportunity for new train companies to operate 
these trans-European connections. To encourage ‘newcomers’, France should: 
guarantee that the services of these private companies will be able to set up 
their businesses and operate without obstacles; set track access charges to 
its direct costs level; and guarantee that newcomers will have access to public 
infrastructure and tracks. 
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The opening of the market could also be an opportunity for incumbents such 
as SNCF. As has been done with Thalys or Eurostar, SNCF should initiate a part-
nership with other national and/or private companies to operate one or several 
of the European corridors that will be designed. 

It is quite possible to ‘start small’, operating only on the sections where infra-
structure and rolling stock are compatible (Paris—Berlin, for example) and 
gradually extend the lines to reach full potential, such as Paris—Warsaw.

3 Invest in night train  
rolling stock 

Night trains can be a positive alternative to intra-Eu-
ropean flights. They can serve both domestic and 
international destinations. However, night trains in 
France have been on a downslide for several years. 
The French government has recently announced 
that two new national train lines will be reopened. 
This trend should be continued as the number of 
night trains gradually increases and night train lines 
extended to international destinations. 

For the night train renaissance, France should in-
vest €150 million each year in rolling stock, as the 
current stock is aging and far too limited. This in-
vestment will incentivise industries to produce new 
high-quality wagons designed for the night trains. 

At night, some of the French track capacity is re-
served for maintenance work and cannot be used.
This challenge can be overcome by starting with 
a small number of routes, providing alternative 
routes when needed and/or subsidising SNCF Ré-
seau so that maintenance work during the night can 
be ‘un-optimised’: that is, take place over a longer 
period but without stopping traffic at night. ©
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What can Spain do to boost 
European rail services?

1 Refurbish, upgrade and finalise cross-border 
connections between Spain, Portugal and France

Cross-border connections between Spain and its neighbouring countries need 
an urgent upgrade to allow smooth, fast and convenient passenger trips be-
tween major southern European cities. In the Basque country, the rail lines 
between Hendaye and Irun should be quickly refurbished to avoid unneces-
sary stop-overs and guarantee the integration of French high-speed network 
(Paris—Bordeaux—Hendaye) with the Spanish high-speed line in construction 
between Donostia/Bilbao and Vittoria (known as Basque Y) and then towards 
Madrid and other Spanish cities. 

In Central Pyrenees, the historical line between Pau (Nouvelle Aquitaine) and 
Zaragoza (Aragon) via the monumental Canfranc International station, should 
be relaunched by building the missing 30 km between Bedous (France) and 
Canfranc (Spain). This final work will increase freight and passenger connectiv-
ity, improve cross-border security and boost the economy of isolated regions 
highly dependent on tourism, agriculture and industry. 

On the Atlantic side, the cities of Lisbon and Madrid, as well as Santiago de Com-
postela (Galicia) and Porto, need to be integrated into a high-performance 
network, based on the upgrade of outdated rail tracks. This connection would 
ensure the better cohesion and connection of geographically remote and pe-
ripheral cities and regions with the rest of the European capitals.

2 Relaunch night train services 
and long-distance conventional lines 

Most of the night time and conventional trains between major southern Euro-
pean cities (such as Madrid—Paris, Barcelona—Paris, Madrid—Barcelona, Ma-
drid—Lisbon) have been abandoned in the last decade due to aggressive and 
unfair competition from low-cost airlines and long-distance buses. However, 
the climate crisis is pushing citizens towards low-carbon transport such as rail. 
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Spanish citizens deserve affordable night trains and renovated long-distance 
trains that allow them to save time, carbon and money, avoiding expensive 
night hotels at origin and destination. Relaunching cross-regional train lines is 
also a way to support safe, inclusive and sustainable tourism in Mediterranean 
countries dramatically affected by the Covid crisis and related lockdowns.

3 Increase the use of the network by opening 
the market and levelling the playing field

Spain has the longest high-speed network in Europe (2,675 km) but it is the least 
used, with only 13 billion passenger-kilometres in 2018. As a comparison: 
France transported 49 billion passenger-km on a high-speed network of almost 
equal length (2,548 km). When looking at passenger and freight rail together, 
use intensity of the Spanish rail network (34 trains per day per route km) is also 
very low compared to the rest of Europe (146 in the Netherlands, 96 in the UK, 
78 in Germany, 43 in France).

As a large part of the high-speed infrastructure has been financed by the EU, 
the poor performance of rail in Spain is clearly an inefficient use of public money 
that should be solved by appropriate regulation and incentives. The new law 
for sustainable mobility in the making is a unique opportunity to reverse those 
negative trends and fix historical pitfalls. The opening of the network to new 
rail operators planned in 2021 should also contribute to increasing the number 
of passengers without building any new infrastructure. Finally, the rules for 
transport operators should be fair between air, road and trains, by integrating 
the environmental and social externalities and incentivising cleaner alternatives.
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The Scottish Greens are proposing the 
Rail for All investment programme: 
a 20 year, £22bn investment in 
Scotland’s railways to build a 
modern, zero-carbon network that is 
affordable and accessible to all and 
that makes rail the natural choice 
for commuters, business and leisure 
travellers. This investment should be 
a central component of Scotland’s 
green recovery from Covid, creating 
thousands of jobs whilst delivering 
infrastructure that is essential to 
tackle the climate emergency, that 
supports our long-term economic 
prosperity, and that will be enjoyed by 
generations to come.
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CHAPTER PAGE

This briefing is based on the report Rail for All – developing a vision for railway investment in Scotland by Deltix 
Transport Consulting that was prepared for John Finnie MSP. The Green Group of MSPs would like to thank the 
authors for their advice and support in developing the Rail for All programme.



  

  

INTRODUCTION

Whilst many European countries have built high-speed lines and 
long-distance connections that criss-cross the continent and 
provide an affordable, comfortable and low-carbon option for 
commuting, business and leisure travel, Scotland and Britain as 
a whole has systematically under-invested in the rail network 
in favour of roads. While important improvements have been 
made to the Anglo-Scottish lines and in and around Glasgow and 
Edinburgh, the network north of the Central Belt has been largely 
neglected, leaving passengers dependent on an ageing network 
that in some cases performs poorly compared to historical 
performance. In 1895, for example, one could make the trip from 
the Capital to Dundee in just 57 minutes, compared to today’s 64 
minutes.

Yet there is no reason why we should accept this decline. 
Scotland can enjoy the environmental, economic and quality 
of life benefits of a comprehensively modernised rail network 
that the people of Germany and the Netherlands enjoy – and 
public and political support for an investment-led green recovery 
from Covid is our opportunity. Investing in building a modern 
rail network now should be a key pillar of our green economic 
recovery, creating jobs and stimulating the economy whilst 
building infrastructure that is essential to a zero-carbon Scotland 
and that will underpin our economy for generations to come. To 
map what a modern, zero-carbon rail network that is fast, reliable 
and accessible would look like in Scotland, John Finnie MSP, the 
Scottish Greens spokesperson on transport, commissioned an 
expert report from Deltix Transport Consulting. This briefing is 
based on that report. 

KEY POINTS

Everything proposed here and in the accompanying expert report is based on existing 
technologies

The rail network should be zero-carbon, and full electrification is the best way of doing this 
given that the often-suggested alternative, hydrogen from renewable energy, is a limited 
resource that is best used in sectors where there are no alternatives, such as heavy industry.

Journey times should be significantly reduced, particularly between key Scottish cities and 
economic centres, to enable rail to become the dominant mode for long-distance travel

All communities of more than 5,000 people should be connected to the national rail 
network, and where this is not possible at realistic cost they should be provided with an 
integrated coach route as part of the national strategic rail network.

Rail freight showed itself to be resilient throughout the pandemic, and a continued shift in 
freight from road to rail will substantially reduce carbon emissions and ease congestion on 
the road network.  
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The Rail for All programme is based on the following principles:



Create one publicly-owned operator

Streamline decision-making processes and rebalance them in favour of rail

  

CREATING THE DELIVERY INFRASTRUCTURE 

To catalyse the expansion and improvement of our rail network we urgently need to reform 
the institutions and decision-making processes so that they are aligned behind this goal, 
coordinated, and streamlined.

Currently, Scottish Government processes 
and decision-making are bureaucratic and 
stacked against rail. All transport infrastructure 
investment projects must go through the 
Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG) 
process, which is extremely detailed, complex, 
time-consuming and costly. Its application 
by Transport Scotland is pedantic, and it 
leads to major additional costs for proposed 
developments. In the context of the climate 
emergency and our ambitious emission 
reduction targets for the 2020s, the STAG 
process needs to be significantly reduced and 
aligned behind the over-arching aim of rapidly 

delivering low carbon transport infrastructure. 
Network Rail’s parallel Governance for Rail 
Investment Projects (GRIP) will need to be 
similarly streamlined, as will the Scottish 
Government’s Business Case Process, 
which brings together STAG and GRIP. Of 
critical importance in achieving the Scottish 
Government’s 2035 rail decarbonisation target 
is the need to treat the core rail electrification 
work as a single project, with a single 
appraisal, delivered by a number of discrete 
contracts, in the same way as the A9 and A96 
dualling projects are being delivered.

The costs of new rail infrastructure and 
upgrades to the existing network are also 
higher in Britain than elsewhere in Europe 
because of the fragmented nature of 
the system. Re-integrating ScotRail and 
Network Rail (Scotland) into one publicly-
owned company with oversight by Scottish 
Ministers would provide a much more 

efficient structure, cutting costs by reducing 
overlapping work, speeding up decision-
making and project design, and removing the 
cost of compensation paid when lines are 
shut for engineering works. Effectively, we 
recommend a return to the very successful 
ScotRail that existed before privatisation. 
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Establish a task force to plan and steer the
expansion and improvement of the rail network

Make a strategic decision to deliver a modern,
zero-carbon rail network and align behind this

It is vital that the Scottish Government – as early as possible in 
the next Parliamentary term – makes a clear strategic decision 
to prioritise the delivery of a modern zero-carbon rail network 
that is accessible to all, and that key institutions like Transport 
Scotland are fully aligned behind that goal. This clear long-term 
plan for the network and strategic direction will ensure delivery 
is consistent with the 20-year timetable set out in Rail for All, 
and ensure that our transport infrastructure plans are aligned 
with Scotland’s target of reducing emissions by at least 75% by 
2030. 

The scale and urgency of the Rail for All programme means that 
there will be a need for close cooperation between the Scottish 
Government and the relevant agencies, local government 
and passenger groups. We therefore recommend that a small 
multi-agency and multi-disciplinary Task Force be created and 
empowered to press forward with delivering not only the large 
schemes proposed in this programme, such as electrification 
and route modernisation, but also the smaller incremental 
schemes which will impact on local connectivity, often in much 
shorter timescales. The delivery of early successes will visibly 
put us on the right trajectory, demonstrate commitment, and 
build public support for Rail for All. Examples of early successes 
that could be accelerated with the funding and change in 
approach to delivering rail infrastructure proposed here could 
include:

Provision of additional stations on existing routes

Opening existing freight lines for passenger trains, where 
there is sufficient demand to justify passenger train services 
(the UK Government is adopting this approach)

Initiating the national rolling programme of rail electrification

Small-scale electrification to eliminate pockets of diesel 
working in generally electrically-operated areas, including 
possible use of electric / battery bi-mode trains

Provision of large numbers of low-cost all-day electrical 
‘trickle’ charge points at railway station car parks to stimulate 
connected all-electric travel using car to the station and 
train to the destination.

Development of walking and cycling plans for all stations 
(recognising that the two modes often have different 
infrastructure requirements), including provision for electric 
bikes, with the objective of widening access to train services.
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The inter-city network 
in Scotland provides 
links between the 
seven designated cities, 
Aberdeen, Dundee, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Inverness, Perth and 
Stirling. The Scottish 
Government have 
announced plans for 
full electrification of 
the network, and we 
are calling on this to be 
completed by 2030 – 
rather than the planned 
2035 – to allow the 
current stock of diesel 
trains that are over 40 
years old to be replaced 
with modern high-
performance electric 
trains.

  

INTER-CITY SERVICES

The Glasgow- Stirling- Perth-Dundee line is already relatively fast, but upgrades are still 
needed to cut carbon and reduce travel times. Upgrades should include electrifying the 60% 
of the line that still depends on diesel traction, accommodating high-acceleration trains that 
can exploit higher speeds, and reducing conflicts at junctions and the length of single-track 
sections. This would reduce journey times by up to 10 minutes.

The Edinburgh-Perth and Dundee lines were built in the Victorian era and are too slow, with 
a long stretch of single-track route to Perth and sections with speeds as low as 30-50mph. 
These lines are simply not fit for purpose, and major investment is needed.
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A Firth of Forth Tunnel to transform east coast transport

The current network focuses all trains linking Edinburgh to the rest of Scotland through 
Haymarket, which, along with our dependency on the speed-limited Forth Bridge, creates a 
major bottleneck that affects the whole network. We are proposing a Firth of Forth Tunnel to 
ramp up capacity on east coast services and provide a fast and direct connection between 
Edinburgh and Fife, going on to Dundee and Aberdeen. This would reduce journey times 
between Edinburgh and east Fife, Dundee, Perth, Aberdeen and Inverness by 25 minutes and 
bring Kirkcaldy, Glenrothes, Levenmouth, north and east Fife, Perth and Dundee to within an 
hour of central Edinburgh. It would also massively increase capacity on the wider network 
and make freight transport an option between Fife, Edinburgh and the East Coast Main Line. 
The tunnel concept would incorporate a station at Leith, greatly improving connectivity for 
the c.50,000 residents of the district as well as the wider North Edinburgh area.

Rail experts Deltix advise:

“Using modern technology we suggest that two 9-mile, single-bore, rail tunnels are driven 
under the Firth of Forth from Abbeyhill to Seafield, between Kinghorn and Kirkcaldy, 
passing under Leith.  These would be connected to the east end of Waverley station using 
the former Abbeyhill loop off the East Coast Main Line east of Calton Tunnel, with the 
railway burrowing underground below Leith (served by an underground station) then the 
Firth of Forth, returning to the surface near Seafield.

“It should be noted that there has been a long history of boring under the Forth for coal 
mining, and railway tunnels much longer than this have become relatively common in 
mainland Europe. The very recently opened Ceneri Base tunnel in Switzerland, which at 
9.6 miles is virtually the same length, had a quoted cost of €3.6b.  There are several other 
sub-Alpine tunnels of recent construction.

“The Öresund or Øresund Bridge between Denmark and Sweden includes both a 5-mile 
(8km) bridge and the 2½ mile (4km) immersed-tube Drogden Tunnel over a similar 
distance and incorporates a dual-carriageway road as well as a double-track railway. 

“The Lower Thames Crossing will provide two 2.6mile (4km) road tunnels under the 
Thames, with each being the third largest bored tunnels in the world, all part of a 14.3 mile 
new dual-carriageway road.  The budget cost for the whole scheme is £5.3b to £6.8b. The 
Crossrail tunnels in London are each 13 miles long and the London Tideway tunnel will be 
25km long.

“As part of the under-Forth scheme, a double-ended underground station could be 
provided in Leith, with the south end at the Foot of Leith Walk and the north end near 
the Waterfront. An indicative first estimate of the cost of the under-Forth project is £4bn-
£6bn, including the station at Leith, based on the out-turn costs of recent tunnelling 
projects.”

7

The West Coast Main Line is congested, particularly between Carstairs and Glasgow, suffers 
from limited overtaking facilities, and speed is limited by level crossings. A programme of 
upgrades including a high-speed bypass from south of Carstairs to west of Rutherglen and a 
high-speed link towards Edinburgh using the existing Shotts line, as well as provision of more 
loops for freight, would cut journey times and increase capacity on the line significantly.



The Dundee-Aberdeen line could benefit from incremental improvements alongside 
electrification, such as replacing manual signals with automatics and removing level crossings, 
as well as long loops installed to enable slower freight trains to be overtaken.

The Highland Main Line is two-thirds single-track, putting severe restrictions on capacity and 
speed. Electrification could bring substantial journey time savings. Adding “dynamic loops” 
to the line and extending shorter existing loops with a view to building another 30 miles 
of double track would be enough to make a further substantial difference to capacity and 
journey times for both passengers and freight. In addition to other upgrades to the line where 
speeds are currently restricted, the travel time between Perth and Inverness could easily 
be reduced to 1hr40. Ideally the whole line would be double track, but in our proposal, in 
addition to electrification, would deliver major improvements quickly and lay the groundwork 
for full dualling.

The Aberdeen-Inverness line is a long single-track line that is slow by Inter-City standard, 
with a maximum speed of 75mph and many miles of the route stuck at 60mph. Electrification, 
dynamic loops, the removal of level crossings and lengthening stations would bring the 
journey time down to under 1hr45. This compares to the existing fastest service at 2hr9.

The East Coast Main Line provides passenger services to England as well as local routes 
out of Edinburgh to East Lothian, and an increasingly important freight service to east coast 
ports in England. Whilst parts of the track are relatively fast (up to 125mph), south of Dunbar 
the route is slower, capacity is limited, and there are insufficient loops to accommodate 
freight without slowing passenger services. These problems could be addressed through a 
programme of urgent upgrades, including the provision of long overtaking loops for freight, 
a section of four-track railway to allow more services to East Lothian, and grade separation at 
Portobello Junction to reduce congestion.

The Ceneri Base tunnel recently opened in Switzerland 
and is the same length as the proposed Forth tunnel

© AlpTransit Gotthard Ltd
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Most regional services are now running on a 
half-hour frequency, so to grow capacity the 
focus needs to be on lengthening trains to 8 or 9 
carriages.

The Glasgow network is intensively used and 
heavily congested. It suffers from too many 
single-track branches and junctions and has 
poor links from Edinburgh to everywhere south-
west of Glasgow. Redoubling single-track lines 
should be a priority, including the Milngavie and 
Balloch branches, Helensburgh-Craigendoran 
(including Craigendoran Junction), Paisley Canal 
(eastern section), Larkhall, Lanark, the Wishaw 
connecting line, Cowlairs chord, Sighthill West 
and Cowlairs South Junctions. Using the existing 
Hunterston freight line to restore double track 
between Ardrossan South Beach and Hunterston 
would allow more frequent services to Largs and 
faster services to ferries connecting to Arran. In 
addition, upgrading junctions, grade separation 
and lengthening platforms are critical to reducing 
travel times and increasing capacity throughout 
the network. 

A new overground terminal station should be 
developed at Argyle Street station, with a shared 
terminal building and the new station on a high 
level above the car park at the rear of the St Enoch 
centre.  It would link into the revived, upgraded 
and electrified City Union line (which connects 
the main line from Paisley etc. to the commuter 
routes running east from Queen Street Low Level 
and High Street stations).

  

REGIONAL SERVICES
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The Edinburgh network is limited by dated 
infrastructure, including single-track 
sections and a lack of overtaking loops. 
The opening of the new Borders Railway 
in 2015 has been an enormous success, 
but it was built down to a price and to a 
low capacity so it is already very limited. 
In addition to the ECML upgrades, more 
double-track provision along the Borders 
line would be very beneficial.

Fife services are the most intensively 
used diesel services left in Scotland and 
the lines should be electrified as soon 
as possible. A Forth Tunnel would be a 
game-changer, vastly reducing travel 
times, improving punctuality, and releasing 
enormous capacity over the Forth Bridge 
that could be used for extra services to, 
for example, Dunfermline, West Fife and 
Alloa.

The Glasgow and South Western (GSW) 
secondary main line from Glasgow to 
Carlisle via Kilmarnock and Dumfries is 
slow and has limited capacity. Upgrades 
to the line to allow 100mph running 
speeds, as well as opening new stations at 
Mauchline, Cumnock and Thornhill, would 
transform this line.

Local environmental impacts

The Rail for All programme focuses on upgrading 
existing lines because this is the most efficient and 
environmentally positive way of enhancing the 
network, but it also contains some proposals for 
entirely new infrastructure and re-opening old lines 
that may have an impact on the local environment. 
We would expect all infrastructure projects to 
be developed in a way that minimises impact, 
and where there are objections we would hope 
to see them resolved in collaboration with local 
communities as was done with the Borders Railway.

10
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The biggest improvements on rural routes could be delivered by replacing ageing diesel 
rolling stock. These will need to be replaced during the 2020s if we are to build a zero-carbon 
rail network, but electrification is not practical so battery-powered trains equipped with 
pantographs to use overhead wires where available (eg in and around Glasgow) will be needed. 
In addition, upgrades to rural lines could include:

Significant improvements to the south end of the Inverness-Thurso (‘Far North’) line, and 
enhanced infrastructure provision for freight trains

Upgrades to the West Highland Line to raise the overall speed to 75mph

Upgrades to the antiquated Girvan to Stranrar line, which still uses traditional physical tokens 
for signalling, suffers from low speeds, and is unable to carry heavier freight trains. 

Rural routes largely have older rolling stock and many are approaching their end of life. It’s 
critical that these are replaced with zero-carbon stock, but as rural lines are unlikely to be 
electrified over significant lengths, independent power sources will be needed. Given “green 
hydrogen” from renewable sources is a limited resource that is needed in parts of the economy 
where there are no other alternatives, battery trains that are able to charge when overhead 
wires are available may be the best option. Design features should prioritise speed, comfort, 
space, accessibility and the provision of space for cycles. 

  
RURAL ROUTES AND ROLLING STOCK REPLACEMENT
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TramTrains are an innovative concept, taking a 
conventional tram designed to run on streets 
but technically modified to be able to operate 
safely on Network Rail’s tracks. The concept 
was launched in Germany, with Karlsruhe in 
2002 and Kassel in 2006. There has been a 
UK trial extension of the Sheffield Supertram 
which is now fully operational serving 
Rotherham. Thus they can be considered a 
mature technology and several UK cities are 
considering use of TramTrains.

The benefit that they bring is being able to 
use existing and often underutilised Network 
Rail tracks in the suburbs and possibly from 
country hinterlands, but to then penetrate city 
centres or reach other major employment, 
housing or retail locations centres which 
are not close to existing railways. They may 
require rail electrification, but may be able 
to operate on battery power on city streets, 
thereby removing the need for overhead wires 
on some sections.

  
TRAMTRAINS FOR COMMUTERS AND URBAN CONNECTIVITY

In Glasgow, St Enoch/Argyle Street could be a city centre terminal for TramTrains, replacing 
existing local passenger trains and freeing up capacity for longer distance services. 
TramTrains could also use be used on a reopened ‘Strathbungo Link’ connecting Argyle Street 
with the East Kilbride and Barrhead/Kilmarnock lines.

In Edinburgh TramTrains could run from Musselburgh to Haymarket and then on to 

Edinburgh Park and the Airport, using a reopened Edinburgh South Suburban line which 
bypasses the city centre to the south. They could also run from Haymarket to Heriot-Watt 
using the railway via Slateford, Kingsknowe, Wester Hailes and Currie (providing interchange 
between TramTrain and ScotRail services).

In Dundee the TramTrain core route could replace the existing local train service between 
Dundee and Arbroath allowing additional stops, and a potential city centre loop could follow, 
using the Dundee-Perth railway, calling at the Airport and a new Dundee West station before 
climbing up to Ninewells Hospital and Technology Park.

In Aberdeen TramTrains could follow two corridors to provide a convenient cross-city transit 
line from Ellon to Banchory.

TramTrains could be deployed in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee to improve public 
transport provision relatively quickly:
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A key principle of Rail for All is to make the network 
accessible to all. We are therefore aiming, as far as 
realistically possible, for every town with a population 
of over 5,000 to be connected to the rail network. 
This means that stations need to be developed in the 
following towns, in descending population order:

Levenmouth

Peterhead

St Andrews (possible heavy rail or TramTrain)

Erskine (possible TramTrain)

Penicuik (possible TramTrain)

Broxburn (possible TramTrain)

Forfar (possible TramTrain, from Dundee)

Hawick

Fraserburgh

Westhill, north west of Aberdeen (possible TramTrain)

In addition, new stations should be explored in 
Haddington, Banchory (possible TramTrain), Strathaven, 
and Newburgh, Fife.

For smaller population centres and as an interim 
measure for those without access to the network yet, 
coach services should be established to connect to 
rail services, with through-ticketing and harmonised 
timetabling. 

  
NEW PASSENGER STATIONS
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One of the most cost-effective and quickest ways of expanding the passenger rail network is to 
introduce passenger services on existing freight lines. Priorities would be:

(Alloa-Clackmannan-Kincardine-Longannet)-Culross-Valleyfield- Cairneyhill-Dunfermline 
(re-opening Alloa-Longannet only is currently under appraisal)

TramTrain services on the Edinburgh South Suburban Line through Gorgie, Craiglockhart, 
Morningside, Newington, Craigmillar etc.

Reopening the Dunfermline to Alloa line

The initial phase of this line from Alloa to Longannet was rebuilt as part of the Stirling – Alloa 
– Kincardine project, opened in 2008. However, passenger services stopped at Alloa, with the 
line to the east used exclusively for coal freight to the Longannet power station.

The closure of Longannet in 2016 has left this line un-used, except for occasional steam 
train tourist trips along the Forth coast. Network Rail have begun feasibility work to electrify 
the line from Alloa to Longannet, for a proposed electric train factory at the site, and are 
exploring options for a passenger link serving Clackmannan, Kincardine and Longannet, but 
there is yet to be a firm commitment from the Scottish Government, and no plans to develop 
the line east of Longannet.

Reopening the full line from Alloa to Dunfermline would reconnect the West Fife villages to 
the rail network for the first time in over 50 years, and provide a link from Fife to the West 
of Scotland rail network whilst avoiding the congested Forth Rail Bridge. The success of the 
reopened Alloa station, whose passenger numbers were more than double the anticipated 
usage in the first year, demonstrates the popularity of rail options for the region. The existing 
rail infrastructure would make this a quick and cost-effective project to deliver, transforming 
rail travel in West Fife and Clackmannanshire. 

  
REOPENING PASSENGER SERVICES ON FREIGHT LINES
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Rail is the most efficient and sustainable means 
of shifting freight. It is particularly competitive for 
longer journeys such as from Central Scotland to 
deep sea ports and the major national distribution 
centres in England, but it’s also a good option for 
hauling bulky goods over short distances. However, 
rail currently has a very modest share of the freight 
market because road haulage is cheaper in spite 
of the climate, air quality, congestion and safety 
costs. Switching freight from road to rail cuts CO2 
emissions by up to 76%.

Rail freight is currently limited by capacity 
constraints on the network, and vital projects to 
address these constraints such as upgrades to the 
Highland Main Line have been deprioritised by 
the Scottish Government in favour of significantly 
more expensive dualling of the A9. Short crossing 
loops between Perth and Inverness limit trains to 
just 20 containers in length, yet the locomotives 
can haul no fewer than 28. Increased road capacity 
has in itself had a detrimental impact on rail freight, 
making road more attractive for the movement of 
bulk spirit, 1.5m tonnes of which is moved annually 
from the North of Scotland to the Central Belt 
(about 50,000 lorry trips each year on the A9).

In addition to an infrastructure upgrade programme, 
Scottish Government grants for start-up support 
for new rail freight operations would help catalyse 
growth. 

  
SHIFTING FREIGHT ON TO RAIL
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The Scottish Parliament has passed legislative 
targets of a 75% reduction in emissions relative 
to 1990 by 2030 and net-zero by 2045. The 
Scottish Greens note that whilst ambitious 
in terms of the changes that need to be 
delivered to meet them, they are still relatively 
slow relative to our overarching goal of doing 
our fair share to keep climate change to 
within relatively safe levels. In Scotland whilst 
emissions from power generation have been 
reduced radically and there is still considerable 
scope to expand renewable energy, emissions 
from transport are on an upwards trajectory 
largely due to our dependence on cars and 
other motor vehicles. Rail for All aims to bring 
about a significant shift from road to rail for 
this reason, and to deliver wider benefits. 
However, rail itself must be decarbonised as 
quickly as possible to be consistent with our 
climate goals.

The Scottish Government has committed 
to decarbonising the rail network by 2035, 
and, to avoid  placing excess strain on power 
supply they envisage a significant role for 
hydrogen, centred around the “growing 
hydrogen economy that is developing in the 

North East” that is linked to the North Sea 
gas industry. We do not consider hydrogen 
made from fossil fuels to be zero-carbon, 
and given the relative inefficiency of making 
hydrogen from renewables as well as the need 
for hydrogen to decarbonise energy-intensive 
industries, we consider it clear that hydrogen 
would be a poor choice for Scotland’s rail 
networks.

The Scottish Greens are therefore calling for 
a clear policy of electrifying the network and 
linking this to a further increase in renewable 
energy generation. Where overhead wires 
are not economic, battery trains should be 
deployed and the Scottish Government should 
immediately target this emerging technology 
with support.

Finally, the core decarbonisation plan needs 
to be brought forward to 2030, sending a 
clear signal in time to inform procurement and 
design decisions that are being made now as 
aging diesel rolling stock is replaced, avoiding 
investment in assets that will quickly become 
stranded as a result of our climate targets.

  
ZERO-CARBON RAIL
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The Rail for All programme represents 
a significant increase in infrastructure 
investment in Scotland, but at £22bn over 
20 years it is affordable and deliverable. For 
comparison, the CrossRail project in London 
is priced at £19bn and the cost is rising, while 
High Speed 2 in England is currently expected 
to cost up to £89bn. £22bn is approximately 
double current Scottish government plans 
for this time period, and much of it could be 
funded by redirecting capital expenditure on 
expanding the road network.

The timescales are driven by the time taken 

to develop new proposals, and they are 
dependent on streamlining processes. Short-
term investments are simple in engineering 
terms, are based on existing plans and 
effectively represent a ramping up of current 
delivery capacity. Medium-term investments 
complete these works and are still largely 
based on the existing network, but they also 
include new interventions – a TramTrain 
network, and the start of a Forth Tunnel. 
The longer-term investments complete the 
programme and include a replacement Tay 
Bridge.

  
RAIL FOR ALL COSTS

Upgrade Short-Term 
(2020-2027)

Medium-Term 
(2027-2034)

Long-Term 
(2034-2040)

Total

New stations 500 500

New routes 500 2000 500 3000

Route upgrades 500 2500 1000 4000

Cross-border route upgrades1 500 1000 2000 3500

Electrification 1000 1500  2500

TramTrain 1000 500 1500

Forth Tunnel 2000 3000 5000

Tay Bridge 1000 1000

Freight upgrades 200 320 120 640

Total 3200 10320 8120 21640

1: These are upgrades to the East and West Coast Main Lines and would be part of a Britain-wide high speed network, so the 
costs would likely be shared with the UK government

10

All costs in £millions
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Building the zero-transport rail network Scotland 
needs is important in its own right, but it could also 
play a central role in rebuilding Scotland’s economy 
after the Covid pandemic. Investment in rail is well 
documented to have a wider positive economic 
impact by improving connectivity and productivity. 
The construction of Crossrail in London, for 
example, is estimated to have created 55,000 jobs 
directly and indirectly, and is projected to result in a 
£42bn benefit to the economy at a cost of £17.8bn 
over approximately 15 years. and is similar in size of 
additional investment to the Rail for All programme. 
Scottish Government economic models suggest 
that for every £1bn invested in rail transport, a total 
output of £1.6bn can be generated through direct, 
indirect and induced impact and a further 14,000 
full-time equivalent jobs can be created throughout 
the Scottish economy.

Regional rail links in particular can play a critical 
role in supporting local economic development, 
as demonstrated by the Borders Railway, which, 
since opening in 2015 has exceeded passenger 
predictions, carrying millions of passengers in 
both directions and playing a key role in attracting 
investment into the Borders and supporting tourism 
growth. The economic benefits of investing in 
these lines may well exceed national averages, 
with one study suggesting that the re-opening 
of a regional line in the North of England yields a 
Benefit-to-Cost Ratio of 2.35, suggesting that for 
every £1 spent on such the schemes delivers £2.35 
of benefits.

  
A GREEN RECOVERY FROM COVID
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Dialog zum Ausbau der ICE-Strecke Hannover-Bielefeld startet

Stand: 06:41 Uhr | Lesedauer: 3 Minuten

Ein ICE befährt die Bahnstrecke Bielefeld-Hannover. Foto: Holger Hollemann/dpa/Archivbild

Quelle: dpa-infocom GmbH

Der Ausbau der Bahnstrecke zwischen Hannover und Bielefeld ist ein Milliardenprojekt. Über

die Trasse gibt es schon im Vorfeld Streit. Deshalb startet die Bahn jetzt bereits einen

Bürgerdialog. Es geht um schnellere ICE-Züge, aber auch um mehr Regionalverkehr.

annover/Bielefeld (dpa) - Für den Ausbau der ICE-Bahnstrecke Hannover-Bielfeld startet

die Deutsche Bahn am heutigen Donnerstag den Planungsdialog. Kommunen und

Anwohner sollen frühzeitig in die Suche nach einer geeigneten Trasse für den Ausbau der stark

befahrenen Bahnstrecke einbezogen werden. Wegen der Corona-Epidemie findet die

Dialogveranstaltung online statt. Die Bahnstrecke soll viergleisig und für Tempo 300 ausgebaut

werden, um das Rhein/Ruhrgebiet schneller mit Berlin (https://www.welt.de/themen/berlin-

staedtereise/) zu verbinden und einen besseren Regionalverkehr zwischen Westfalen und

Niedersachsen zu ermöglichen.

https://www.welt.de/regionales/nrw/
https://www.welt.de/themen/berlin-staedtereise/
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An dem Dialog beteiligt sind Niedersachsens Wirtschaftsminister Bernd Althusmann (CDU),

NRW-Verkehrsstaatssekretär Hendrik Schulte, Bundesverkehrsstaatssekretär Enak Ferlemann

(CDU), Spitzenvertreter der Deutschen Bahn aus Nordrhein-Westfalen und Niedersachsen

sowie Bürgermeister und Landräte der Region. Fünf Modell-Varianten, wie der Ausbau aussehen

könnte, sind Grundlage der Planungsberatungen. Die geschätzten Kosten liegen zwischen 1,9

und 5,9 Milliarden Euro.

Wohl ungeeignet ist Variante 1, die schon 2016 veröffentlicht wurde und Ortsumfahrungen für

Wunstorf (https://www.welt.de/themen/wunstorf/), Bückeburg und Minden

(https://www.welt.de/themen/minden/) sowie zusätzliche Gleise auf einem Teilabschnitt

vorsieht. Maximal Tempo 230 können die ICE dabei erreichen, auch wenn die Ausbaukosten

vergleichsweise gering sind, werden nur acht Minuten Fahrzeit eingespart. Variante 2 sieht eine

Neubautrasse entlang der Autobahn 2 mit langen Tunnelabschnitten vor. Dies schont Anlieger,

sorgt für das gewünschte Tempo, die Gesamtkosten aber sind hoch.

Variante 3 sieht einen Neubauabschnitt an der A2 und ein früheres Einfädeln in die bestehende

Strecke bei Bad Oeynhausen vor. Die Kosten je eingesparter Minute Fahrtzeit sind höher, es wird

nicht das gewünschte Tempo erreicht und die Arbeiten sind kompliziert. In einer abgespeckten

Variante 4 mit weniger Ausbauten steigen die relativen Kosten, außerdem wird nicht der

erwünschte Fahrzeitgewinn erreicht. Ein Favorit könnte Variante 5 werden, bei der Kosten und

Nutzen der anderen Optionen kombiniert werden sollen. Nahe an der bestehenden Trasse sind

neue Gleise vorgesehen, Wunstorf soll umfahren und das Wesergebirge in einem langen Tunnel

unterquert werden.

Streitpunkte werden sein, in welchem Umfang die neuen Gleise in Landschaft und Natur

eingreifen, was die Belastung für Anlieger an Neubau- und auch bestehenden

Streckenabschnitten sein wird, und natürlich Kosten und Nutzen. Bürgerinitiativen in der

Region mobilisieren seit längerem gegen neue Trassen nahe von Siedlungen, der Stadt Minden

indes ist an einer weiteren Anbindung an das Intercity-Netz gelegen.

Um im künftigen Deutschlandtakt die Ballungsgebiete auch mit schnellen

Umsteigeverbindungen besser zu verknüpfen, soll die Fahrzeit zwischen Hannover

(https://www.welt.de/themen/hannover/) und Bielefeld

https://www.welt.de/themen/wunstorf/
https://www.welt.de/themen/minden/
https://www.welt.de/themen/hannover/
https://www.welt.de/themen/bielefeld/
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dpa-infocom GmbH

(https://www.welt.de/themen/bielefeld/) von derzeit 48 auf künftig 31 Minuten sinken. Binnen

vier Stunden soll man künftig von Berlin nach Köln (https://www.welt.de/themen/koeln/)

gelangen, damit das Umsteigen zwischen wichtigen Linien besser klappt, soll die Fahrzeit

zwischen Hannover und Hamm (https://www.welt.de/themen/hamm/) auf unter eine Stunde

sinken. Schneller fahren soll dank der ausgebauten Strecke künftig auch der IC zwischen Berlin

und Amsterdam, auch Osnabrück (https://www.welt.de/themen/osnabrueck/) rückt nach dem

Ausbau dichter an die niedersächsische Landeshauptstadt heran.

Aber es geht nicht nur um schnelle Fernzüge. Auch im Regionalverkehr sind erhebliche

Verbesserungen möglich, wenn mehr Gleise zur Verfügung stehen. Zwischen Hannover und

Minden könnte der Regionalexpress halbstündlich fahren und dann jeweils abwechselnd weiter

nach Bielefeld und Osnabrück/Rheine, das wäre doppelt so häufig wie bisher. Und auch die S-

Bahn von Hannover nach Minden soll für Pendler zu einem verlässlicherem Angebot werden,

wenn die Züge nicht mehr durch Fernzüge und Güterzüge ausgebremst wersden.

DB-Info zum Bahnprojekt Hannover-Bielefeld und Einwahlmöglichkeit zum Online-Auftakt des

Planungsdialogs (https://www.hannover-bielefeld.de/)

Die WELT als ePaper: Die vollständige Ausgabe steht Ihnen bereits am Vorabend zur Verfügung – so sind Sie
immer hochaktuell informiert. Weitere Informationen: http://epaper.welt.de

Der Kurz-Link dieses Artikels lautet: https://www.welt.de/224318132

https://www.welt.de/themen/bielefeld/
https://www.welt.de/themen/koeln/
https://www.welt.de/themen/hamm/
https://www.welt.de/themen/osnabrueck/
https://www.hannover-bielefeld.de/
https://www.welt.de/
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> Retouradres Postbus 20901 2500 EX  Den Haag 

De voorzitter van de Tweede Kamer 

der Staten-Generaal 

Binnenhof 4 

2513 AA  DEN HAAG 

  

Datum 13 januari 2021 

Betreft Wijziging concessie voor het hoofdrailnet in het kader 

van tijdelijke proef nachttrein Wenen 

  

 

 

Geachte voorzitter, 

Met deze brief informeer ik uw Kamer over een wijziging van de vervoerconcessie 

voor het hoofdrailnet, die per 13 januari 2021 in werking treedt. Het betreft het in 

de concessie opnemen van de tijdelijke proef tot eind 2024 met het doortrekken 

van de nachttrein Wenen/Innsbruck - Düsseldorf naar Amsterdam en vice versa, 

waarover ik uw Kamer vorig jaar heb geïnformeerd.1 In de bijlage vindt u het 

besluit tot wijziging van de concessie. Met het definitief worden van de wijziging 

van de concessie zal ik op korte termijn NS de subsidiebeschikking verstrekken 

voor het netto financieel effect gedurende de looptijd van deze proef met een 

maximum van €6,7 miljoen2. 

 

Gelet op de huidige reisadviezen in het kader van COVID-19 is de praktische 

uitvoering van de proef niet gestart op de eerder geplande datum van 13 

december 2020 (start dienstregeling 2021). NS zoekt momenteel in samenspraak 

met ÖBB naar een nieuwe datum voor de praktische start van de nachttreindienst 

rekening houdend met de onzekere ontwikkelingen van de coronamaatregelen en 

daarbij horende reisadviezen in de verschillende landen. Met de concessiewijziging 

en de subsidiebeschikking zijn wel de juridische kaders voor de proef, 

vooruitlopend op de daadwerkelijke start van proef, reeds ingeregeld. 

 

In de aanloop naar mijn besluit hebben de consumentenorganisaties 

vertegenwoordigd in het Locov een positief advies uitgebracht.3 Het advies van 

het Locov om de stops op Utrecht CS en Arnhem CS expliciet op te nemen in de 

concessietekst heb ik daarbij een plek gegeven in de toelichting bij de wijziging, 

om zo de vervoerder enige vrijheid te geven in het stoppatroon mocht daar 

aanleiding toe zijn. 

 

                                                
1 Kamerstukken II 2019/2020, 29 984 nr. 868. 
2 Dit betreft een reeds gereserveerd bedrag, waarover ik uw Kamer geïnformeerd heb op 10 
oktober 2019 (Kamerstukken II, 2019/2020, 29 984 nr. 868). 
3 Het advies van de consumentenorganisaties is te vinden via de website van het Locov. 
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Deze wijziging van de concessie staat overigens los van de wijziging naar 

aanleiding van de midterm review, waarover ik uw Kamer op 18 december jl. heb 

geïnformeerd.4 

 

Tegelijk met mijn besluit van vorig jaar om deze proef in principe mogelijk te 

maken, heb ik aangegeven tijdens de looptijd van de proef in een parallel spoor 

met geïnteresseerde partijen te verkennen of en hoe zij kunnen worden 

gestimuleerd om Nederland na de proef als bestemming te kiezen voor hun 

nachttrein. Initiatieven voor nieuwe verbindingen als die van SBB, OBB, DB en 

SNCF voor onder andere een mogelijke verbinding Amsterdam-Zürich5 juich ik dan 

ook van harte toe. Dergelijke initiatieven kunnen bijdragen aan een groter aanbod 

van aantrekkelijke verbindingen en mijn doelstelling van 2 miljoen extra 

internationale reizigers per jaar richting 2025.  

 

Bij nieuwe verbindingen verken ik eerst de mogelijkheden voor totstandkoming 

van dergelijke verbindingen via open toegang, conform mijn voornemen6 over de 

toekomstige marktordening op het spoor. In de daarbij aangekondigde 

marktverkenning voor internationale verbindingen zal contact worden gelegd met 

mogelijk geïnteresseerde marktpartijen om te verkennen of en op welke termijn 

zij kansen zien voor nachttreinen. Daarbij wordt gekeken naar verschillende 

potentiele bestemmingen zoals ook genoemd in het eerdere onderzoek van het 

KIM7. Ik verwacht de resultaten van deze marktverkenning voor de zomer naar uw 

Kamer te sturen. 

  

Ik vertrouw erop u hiermee voldoende te hebben geïnformeerd.  

Hoogachtend, 

DE STAATSSECRETARIS VAN INFRASTRUCTUUR EN WATERSTAAT, 

 

 

 

 

 

S. van Veldhoven - Van der Meer 

 

 

                                                
4 Kamerstukken II 2020/2021, 29 984, nr. 917 
5 https://www.politico.eu/article/brussels-to-berlin-by-night-train-is-back/ 
6 Kamerstukken II 2019/2020, 29 984 nr. 899. 
7 Bijlage bij Kamerstukken II 2018/2019, 29 984 nr. 854. De door het KIM geïdentificeerde 
potentiele bestemmingen voor nachttreinen betreffen Kopenhagen, Warschau, Praag, 
München, Wenen, Zürich, Milaan en Turijn.  
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Datum 6 januari 2021 
Nummer IENW/BSK-2020/206926 
Betreft Besluit tot wijziging van de concessie voor het 

hoofdrailnet (2015-2025) 

Gelet op de artikelen 20, eerste lid, 32, eerste en tweede lid en 64, eerste lid, 
van de Wet personenvervoer 2000; 

Gehoord de consumentenorganisaties vertegenwoordigd in het Landelijk Overleg 
Consumentenbelangen Openbaar Vervoer (deeladvies van 20 oktober 2020); 

Overwegende dat N.V. Nederlandse Spoorwegen dit besluit houdende wijziging 
van de op 15 december 2014 verleende concessie voor het hoofdrailnet heeft 
aanvaard; 

BESLUIT: 

Artikel I 

Artikel 46 van de concessie voor het hoofdrailnet komt te luiden: 

Artikel 46: Grensoverschrijdend vervoer 

1. NS houdt de grensoverschrijdende verbindingen die zij in dienstregelingjaar
2014 zelf heeft gereden of waaraan zij financieel heeft bijgedragen in stand onder
de voorwaarden genoemd in dit artikel.
2. Indien de concessieverlener en NS in onderling overleg besluiten een
grensoverschrijdende treindienst als bedoeld in het eerste lid te staken, dan
bestemt NS een eventuele netto financiële bijdrage die NS structureel leverde aan
de uitvoering van de gestaakte verbinding, voor bestaande of nieuwe
grensoverschrijdende verbindingen, waarbij in acht wordt genomen de financiële
effecten van eventueel nieuw ontstane cabotage doordat een andere vervoerder
op de gestaakte verbinding een treindienst aanbiedt.
3. NS verbetert de volgende grensoverschrijdende verbindingen als volgt:
a. de verbinding met Luik, door middel van een intercityverbinding of een
stoptreinverbinding;
b. de verbinding met Aken, door middel van een intercityverbinding, zodra de
infrastructuur daarvoor gereed is;
c. de verbinding met Antwerpen, door het realiseren van reistijdwinst in de
bestaande stoptreinverbinding op het traject Roosendaal-Antwerpen.
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4. NS verbindt zich om in overleg met de relevante binnenlandse en buitenlandse
partijen een nieuwe grensoverschrijdende verbinding van Eindhoven, via Venlo
naar Düsseldorf te realiseren, waarbij gestreefd wordt naar een intercity-
verbinding.
5. NS voert met ingang van dienstregelingjaar 2021 als proef een treindienst met
een frequentie van ten minste één trein per richting per dag uit tussen de 
Nederlandse grens en Amsterdam Centraal, om daarmee de nachttreindienst van 
ÖBB tussen Innsbruck/Wenen en Düsseldorf door te rijden naar Amsterdam 
Centraal en vice versa. 
6. NS spant zich in om internationaal treinvervoer te positioneren als
aantrekkelijke mogelijkheid voor internationale reizen, met name richting
bestemmingen die gelegen zijn binnen een radius van 700 km vanaf het
vertrekstation, dit doet NS door uitvoering te geven aan het zevende tot en met
tiende lid.
7. NS onderzoekt op verzoek van en in overleg met de relevante binnenlandse en
buitenlandse partijen andere kansrijke verbeteringen of nieuwe
grensoverschrijdende verbindingen.
8. NS overlegt op constructieve wijze met betrokken partijen en de
concessieverlener over de gewenste invulling van de grensoverschrijdende
verbinding op de wijze als beschreven in artikel 13. Omdat NS voor het al dan
niet realiseren of in stand houden van de verbindingen, bedoeld in het eerste lid
en het derde lid tot en met zevende lid, mede afhankelijk is van
partnervervoerders, buitenlandse concessie verlenende overheden of regionale
overheden, treedt NS in overleg met de concessieverlener indien:
a. de voorwaarden, waaronder eventuele financiële bijdragen, van de
verbindingen, bedoeld in het eerste en vijfde lid, significant wijzigen;
b. het niet mogelijk blijkt om de verbindingen, bedoeld in het derde en vierde lid,
te verbeteren of te realiseren tegen redelijke voorwaarden; of
c. de exploitatie van een of meer verbindingen in totaliteit verlieslatend is.
9. NS zal goede voorzieningen treffen om de reizigers gemakkelijk gebruik te
laten maken van de grensoverschrijdende verbindingen, zoals reisinformatie en
verkrijgbaarheid van vervoerbewijzen. Hiertoe spant NS zich in door middel van
het benoemen van een eventuele overstap in bepaalde reisinformatiemiddelen op
de daarvoor in aanmerking komende stations. Het gaat hierbij om de snelste
verbindingen naar de belangrijkste bestemmingen vlak over de Nederlandse
grens met maximaal één overstap in Nederland.
10. Het grensoverschrijdend vervoer op de HSL-Zuid voldoet aan het gestelde in
hoofdstuk 9.

Artikel II 

Dit besluit treedt in werking met ingang van 13 januari 2021. 

DE STAATSSECRETARIS VAN INFRASTRUCTUUR EN WATERSTAAT, 

S. van Veldhoven - Van der Meer
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Mededeling 

Op grond van de Algemene wet bestuursrecht kunnen belanghebbenden een 
bezwaarschrift indienen tegen dit besluit binnen zes weken na de dag waarop dit 
is bekendgemaakt. Het bezwaarschrift moet worden gericht aan de 
Staatssecretaris van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat, ter attentie van Hoofddirectie 
Bestuurlijke en Juridische Zaken, afdeling Algemeen Bestuurlijk-Juridische Zaken, 
postbus 20901, 2500 EX Den Haag.  
Het bezwaarschrift dient te zijn ondertekend en ten minste te bevatten:  
a. naam en adres van de indiener;
b. de dagtekening;
c. een omschrijving van het besluit waartegen het bezwaarschrift zich richt
(datum en nummer of kenmerk);
d. een opgave van de redenen waarom men zich met het besluit niet kan
verenigen;
e. zo mogelijk een afschrift van het besluit waartegen het bezwaarschrift zich
richt.
Het niet voldoen aan deze eisen kan leiden tot niet-ontvankelijkheid van het
bezwaarschrift.

Een bezwaarschrift kan uitsluitend per gewone post en niet per e-mail worden 
ingediend. Machtigt u iemand om namens u bezwaar te maken? Stuur dan ook 
een kopie van de machtiging mee. Bij indiening van een bezwaarschrift namens 
een rechtspersoon, dient u documenten mee te sturen (origineel uittreksel uit het 
handelsregister en/of een kopie van de statuten van de rechtspersoon) waaruit 
blijkt dat u bevoegd bent namens de rechtspersoon op te treden. 
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TOELICHTING 

Inleiding 
Met het onderhavige besluit is in artikel 46 van de concessie een nieuw vijfde lid 
opgenomen. Dit nieuwe vijfde lid betreft de proef met het doorrijden door NS van 
de nachttreindienst van en richting Innsbruck/Wenen en Düsseldorf. Dit wordt in 
de volgende paragraaf nader toegelicht. 
Met het besluit van 14 december 2020 (IENW/BSK-2020/231927) is artikel 46 
van de concessie per 1 januari 2021 gewijzigd. Hierbij zijn abusievelijk enkele 
fouten ontstaan in de nummering van de artikelleden. Met de onderhavige 
wijziging is er derhalve voor gekozen artikel 46 in zijn geheel opnieuw vast te 
stellen. 

Nachttreindienst 
In artikel 46 van de concessie was vóór de inwerkingtreding van de onderhavige 
wijziging in het vijfde lid (is het zevende lid geworden) bepaald dat NS op verzoek 
van en in overleg met de relevante binnenlandse en buitenlandse partijen andere 
kansrijke verbeteringen of nieuwe grensoverschrijdende verbindingen onderzoekt. 
Naar aanleiding van deze bepaling draagt NS met ingang van dienstregelingjaar 
2021 er zorg voor dat de bestaande nachttreindienst van ÖBB tussen 
Innsbruck/Wenen en Düsseldorf vanaf de Nederlandse grens wordt doorgereden 
naar Amsterdam en vice versa. De nachttreindienst stopt bij de start in 
dienstregeling 2021 in Nederland in ieder geval op Amsterdam Centraal, Utrecht 
Centraal en Arnhem Centraal. NS kan, bijvoorbeeld vanwege operationele 
redenen, besluiten met de nachttreindienst niet te stoppen op Utrecht Centraal 
en/of Arnhem Centraal. Tevens kan NS besluiten om met de nachttreindienst ook 
te stoppen op andere stations in Nederland dan de eerdergenoemde stations. 
Deze verbinding wordt als proef gereden tot uiterlijk eind 2024, met de 
mogelijkheid voor een tussentijdse evaluatie. Dat deze verbinding een proef 
betreft is vastgelegd in het vijfde lid. Randvoorwaardelijk voor de proef is de 
bijdrage van de concessieverlener ter dekking van het exploitatietekort dat hierbij 
optreedt over de gehele periode, zoals benoemd in de brief van de 
staatssecretaris van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat van 10 oktober 2019 
(Kamerstukken II 2019/2020, 29 984, nr. 868). Met deze verbinding wordt 
invulling gegeven aan de ambitie om de internationale nachttrein terug te 
brengen naar Nederland. 

DE STAATSSECRETARIS VAN INFRASTRUCTUUR EN WATERSTAAT, 

S. van Veldhoven - Van der Meer
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